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THOUGHT, LIFE, AND THE MA1ERIAL UNIVBRSE

Throughout the hi8tor,y of man in various cultures, the Babylonians,
the Hindoos, the ancient Greeks, for example, much has been learned and
formulated about thought. Put some of these things together in a new
way, and you have Dianetics.
In the recent past, investigators have been tr,ying to explain
though t in terms of the organism which thinks and to explain the organism
or life in terms of the material universe. They ha.ve not succeeded in
explaining life in these terms. The creation of life is evidently the
impingement of the universe of thought upon the material universe. Thought
has as ODe of its purposes the conquest of the material universe, and this
conquest produces life.
J4ATERIAL UNIVERSE (IdEST) - UNIVERSE OF THOUGHT (theta)
When we examine the ruling principle of the universe, we find that it
is a duali~, that, like the angels, it has two faces -- survive and
succumb.
Succumb

Survive

II

E

S

The four manifestations of the
material universe may be said to be
ma tte r, energy, space, and time,
or as we abbreviate them, M EST.

T

The universe of thought appears to
follow laws similar to, but not the
SI1Jll8 as, those of MES T.
I t may be
said that there is thought matter
(or ideas), thought energy, thought
space, and thought time. (Thought
time, unlike MEST time, changes
wi th the amount that is accomplished.)
This universe of thought we shall
refer to as theta.

SURVIVE - SUCCUMB -- A constant error has been made in seeking to find
a prime mover, unmoved. One datum by itself is meaningless. It can only be
evaluated by comparing it to another datum of comparable magnitude. The
minute you agree that God exists, it becomes necessar,y to invent the devil.
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THOUGHT is a kind of energy, but it can do things that )lEST can't. What is
thought doing? Thought doesn't necessarily occupy the same universe a.
MEST, but a new, unexplored universe. It may not be all that thought is
doing, but one mission of thought is controlling the UDiverse of MEST.
THOUGHT plus ME:ST equals LIFE. DEATH equals LIl''E minus THOOORT equals )lEST.
WHAT IS AN ENGRAM? It is MEST kicking back, or a turbulence, turmoil, confusion -- thought has momentari~ failed.
When thought controls MEST, thought is surviving. But when MEST controls
thought, IlEST is surviving. There is a contest between the two. For example,
if you are swept out to sea by an undertow, energy is in control. If you
10le your car keys, space has stolen them. If you are late to an appointment,
time has defeated you. In each case MEST has won.
The unaberrated and creative person is olose to the top echelon of theta.
But one could be creative in terms of YEST, also. For example, a brickl~er
using energy and matter. Thought energy and thought matter do not follow the
MEST laws.
A man depends for his survival on his recognition of his brotherhood with the
universe of theta.
Life is valuable to life because matter has alreaqy been converted to usable
forms. MEST is conquered by lower life forms for the survival of higher life
forms.
Thought
oell to
higher
some of

takes a little piece of YEST and produces a cell, then it takes that
conquer more YEST, producing perhaps a lichen, and so on, through
and higher forms of life, to man, and each of these forms mtJ¥ use
those below it in the conquest of MEST.

Reason cannot be created or controlled by force. Socie~ exists because of
persuading reason -- or an agreement bet.een reasonable beings. Force belongs
in IllEST, not in theta. Any state which uses force is doomed to failure.
How does aberration begin? Aberration results from a collision of MEST and
theta. This is an engram, an area of turbulence. In Dianetics we try to
straighten out areas of turbulence.
In the areas of turbulence, the two kinds of time get mixed up. Theta time
is only now, but some of it gets left back in YEST time in an engram. Keep
peeling ot'f pieces of now-time and leaving them back in the past, and final~
death results. As we regain more and more theta, we live.
CONSTRUCTION AND DESTRUCTION -- SURVIVE - SUCCUMB
One can't create anything in MEST without destroying something. So_ people
object to this, but they are confusing MEST and theta. We would starve to
death if we couldn't destroy lower life. But you don't destra,y men -- it
doesn't work, it's bad computation.
N.n is now technologically to the point where he can think of mankind as a
whole. Up to this time we considered any other race as MES T. Man is again
becoming a reasonable being. History un!'ortunately tells us mostly about
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turbulence and violence. about group engrams.
We have to attack )lEST on its own terms.
)lEST for our own purposes. survival.
Theta creates for itself its own future

We use thought to attain the use of
reali~.

'l'hought gives us the next reali~. Reali~ is man's blueprint of what he will
do with )dEST. When we agree upon this blueprint. it becomes reali~. When
we disagree. reali~ is lowered or destroyed.
We can conquer MES T as long as we have agreemen t.
Communication with all mankind has

ne~r

before been attained.

Therefore agreement has never before been possible.

THE SPEC TRUll OF LOO IC - THE '!'ONE SCALE

SPEC TRUM OF LOO IC -- HOW THE KIND COMPU'lES

Primitive logic was one-valued. Everything was assumed to be the product of
a divine will. and there was no obligation to decide the rightness or wrongness of anything. Most logic added up merely to the propitiation of the gods.
Aristotle formulated two-valued logic. A thing was either right or wrong.
This t,ype of logic is used by the reactive mind.
In the present d~. engineers are using a sort of three-valued logic which
contains the values right. wrong. and ~be.
From three-valued logic we jump to an infinit,y-valued logic -- a spectrum
which moves from infinite wrongness to infinite rightness.
c~,mINED

SPECTRA uF L0GIC AND OF SURVIVAL
indecision
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~
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ul timate wrr-ngness
L..-_--j finite death
zern nn tone scale

The computor of the mind by which all data of a problem is s~d up works on
this principle. Each datum has its own value of rightness or wrongness on
the scale. The computor sums up these values and makes its decision. As each
new datum is added, the arrow of decision moves according to the value of that
particular datwn.
When the computor sits at dead center there is indecision, no action. You can
have an engram which keeps the evaluation scale stuck, so you can't evaluate
data. "I'm always right," or "I'm always wrong," freezes the computor. An
"I have to believe it" engram deprives a person of his sense of humor. He takes
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things too serious~. Realizing that it is social~ bad not to have a sense
of hucor, he laughs when he sees other people laugh. He is suggestible and
impressionable. In extreme cases he may be in an amnesia trance or a catatonic state.
To arrive at correct evaluations one has to have the right to make decisions.
An engram is fixed data. It does not allow re-evaluation -- a forgetter such
as "It is not to be thought of" sends intelligence down. A man gets more and
more wrong in his decisions. And how wrong can a man get? Dead wrong.
The position on the tone scale of a person continually wrong -- no one would
let him be right -- is ultimate wrongness - finite death. The above graph,
turned on end, is the tone scale.
THE TONE SCAIE

In the book DIANETICS there is a diagram ot' the tone scale. This diagram deals
only with the affinit,y tone scale, the tone scale of what we have been used to
calling emotion. One of the reasons whf the word emotion has been very difficult to define is that the elements of reali~ and communication that are
inevi tab~ involved in it have been overlooked. Ion Dianetics we speak of the
triangle of Arfinit,y, Realit,y, and Communication (A-R-C).
reality

affinity

c nmrmUlic ati on

This triangle is a symbol of the fact tha t affini t,y, reali t,y, and communication act together as a whole entit,y and that one of them cannot be considered
unless the other two are also taken into account. Therefore, it follows that
the tone scale ~ be represented by a three-dimensional stack of triangles.
And we see by this diagram more clearly that when reality i& low, affinit,y
and communication will be low. When communication is high, affini~ and
realit,y will be high. We must consider breaks of realit,y and communication
as the same we of phenomena as breaks of arfini t,y.
Affinit,y Scale. Apa~, near death, imitates death. People with fear paralysis,
catatonic psychoses, can't talk - communication is zero. If' a person is almost
all wrong, he approximates death. Like an OppOSSUM he pl~s dead. A soldier
with fear para~8is may be a catatonic. If thiB state becomes the permanent
state of the whole being, it is close to zero - one can't communicate with him,
his sense of realit,y is gone down to apathy', he can't feel any affinity. When
you get a person in an apathy engram you have real trouble. He says, ~at's
the use?," "All is lost." Despair is not real apathy. Grief is upper apathy
bank, 0 to 0.6 is apa~. 0.5 to 1.0 is grief. Right above grief we have fear.
Fear is imminent loss (grief' is when loss takes place) of oneself' or friend. A
threat of suppression is fear, the taking place of it is grief. The lowest is
apathy. Terror is a magnitude of fear o• Above fear is covert resenbaent. Then
anger is about 1.6. You will never be able to release a person until you get
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him mad.

He mu8t reach the point of anger.

Above anger i8 overt resentment.

Propitiation is in the neighborhood of apa~. Propitiation is saying, "I'm
buying you off -- don't kill me." You must get angry - then you'll get over
it and you will be able to say, nOh, well, mother had troubles."
Affini~ goel down with ever.y breaking of an abreaction or dramatization.
Nearly ever.yone has had his abreactions broken by parents. "You eat that
spinach or I'll beat you" does something to the affinit,y scale. Boredom is
above the overt resentment band. Then relief is point half way up the Bcale.
Theta is at the top -- and YEST is at the bottom. The more YEST, the le.s
theta -- until death is reached. The le88 MEST, the more thought, until, aa
the Hindoos say, you are all thought or pure thought, then you would nebulize
and take oft for heaven. The more thought, the more rationale, the more you
are able to control the material universe. The individual is a continuum in
favor of individual immortalit,y. A dead person looks awfully dead, but still
there is some evidence in favor of immortalit,y.

All painful emotion can be run with benefit. When you can't get grief off a
per.on, maybe you can get moments of boredom. Run times when he was bored,
when he was angry, when he was afraid, when he was in terror. Then you will
be able to pick up grief.
Communioation is part~ perception -- a man doesn't have the abilit,y to perceive when he is blind with rage, or in apathy. !2!!. people have to talk -wi th this oompulsion they are out of communication. Communication is a twoWSf affair. The abilit,y to communicate deteriorates as a man's perceptions go
down. The only protection is to be high on the scale. These three things
(A-R-C) are good or poor simultaneously. If you have a man that is effective
in .pite of low A-R-C -- you've got a man~
We may say that ever.y individual has a genetic or inherent tone scale and a
reactive-mind tone 8cale, which combine to form hi8 apparent tone scale. His
inherent tone ShOW8 his potential if he were unaberrated. His reactive tone is
the sum ot all his aberrations, grief, apathy. If a man's inherent tone were
3.5, and his reactive tone were 0.5, then his apparent tone would be 2.0. The
wild variations of' the reactive tone cause great variations in the apparent
tone. This will give you some idea why you should straight wire your preclear
atter every session and run pleaBure in order to lessen the effect of this
reactive tone, by breaking the locks which have been formed during the session.
In the normal aberree, the average of the two tones varies from d~ to day.
Reactive mind tone varies from 0.2 to 1.5 and back to 0.2. It depends on what
engram is in restimulation. The reaotive mind tone is always below 2.0 except
manics) they have a text implanted "I'm so happy" or "I'm so strong," but they
are always in the vicinit,y of "I'm so depre8sed." Knock out a holder or a
valenoe shifter, and the preclear will look ten years younger.
If a person has his perceptics shut off, you can turn them on by dragging him
up the tone scale. The person goes up the triangular scale of A-R-C as whole
uni t. There are a few drags or lags, but they are not great. Rehabilitate one
part of A-R-C, and you goet the other two. Before he gets grief off, a person
has sonic shut-off. Don't expect one in constant grief to have sonic. Bring
up his tone. You can turn on sonic by bringing up his realit,y level. Rehabilitate his computational abilit,y - pick up all he has been told about being
dumb, etc., all about realtt,y, and he will pick up sonic. Then with sonic he
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will have a better chance to pick up his engrams. Or, by increasing hi. af'f'iniV, you c an do the same thing. For if you have cutoff affiui V, you have
also cut communication, and the person has a low toue, value ceases to exist
for the person. An individual with good sonic may have poor sense or realiV.
Sonio cuts in early. Most people are in a hell of a state. Get grief off the
case. You can't do much for a person at 0.4. Grief is at 0.7. Raise his tone.
Sometimes you have to drag a persou up to apathy, he is that near death. Then
drag htm up to grief'. This is particularly true with psychotic.
A person can bave an engram fixing him on the tone scale.

He can't get off
grief. because the engram is artificial~ fixing him in anger. Knock the anger
engram out. His emotions may be full on - where he is stuok. Get an age flash.
A chronic somatic is a good locater. It's the only place where he oan feel pain.
Emotions can be held on the time track as can a somatic. Any emotion in bank
changes itself to that one where he is stuck on the track. Somatic. add up.
For example. trigger a grouper. run into engrams, he gets a headache and his
foot will hurt, arm aches foot will hurt, mother's morning sickness, foot will
hurt. If emotion is stuck in terror it occludes all other emotions. If stuok
in engram with emotional tone of apathy he runs everything in apathy. There may
be holders in a terror incident. If he is stUck in terror, don't expect him to
think very well -- things don't seem real. "Nothing is real," "Pleasure is
nothing." On the realit,y side, "It isn't real" causes a computation shut-off.
Don't overlook other perceptics - non-verbal ones. One can take an engram with
no words in it, just terror, and can destroy computation (realiv), perception
(communication), and affini·ty. There are 26 perceptics on the time track.
Every sense has its own time track. Language is only one aspect of the mechanics of mind. Kinesthesia, hot, cold, taste, smell, sight, or visio, 80nic. etc.,
etc., etc. If you are running an engram with pain and one other perceptic, only
2 out of 26, each one can be shut off by a statement, but also by mechanics.
You can't have an erasure unless you have all of them.
Don't run engrams unless you have all of the perceptics -- a pianola has easy
running in all perceptics. To get a case running pianola -- address the case
computationally, get emotion off, solve the circuitry and valence problems, then
you can run engrams for erasure. Raise his tone before you try to get engrams.
Get rid of circuitry, if' you have to, get sonic, get reali1;y. Don't run engrams
first -- get case into shape to run.
The smartest part of processing is shooting circui ta. Knock out grief -- first
get fear and terror -- go to time when he was just a little frightened -- they
are locks, knock them out. 1his will free attention units and raile tone. The
reactive mind has absorbed attention units. If he has been stuck on the track,
get enough attention units to run something. Shoot charge off his cirouits.
Don't use repeater technique at random -- that is not auditing. Look to see
what you have to do to make the case run. These tools are not hit or miu tooll,
but are precision tools that work -- use them with conviction. You know the file
clerk will cooperate, if you can reach him at all. The somatic strip will go
where you send it. Break his emotional locks. Through straight memory put his
life together, and make _him a pianola. A-R-C is a tool. We are working on three
pointe to solve one. Derive new ways to use it. This is material with which you
can think and compute your case.
Take any two groupe -- Russia and the United States -- out of communication; no
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affini ty; no reali ty; they cannot compute. Pick up cOlllDlUnica tion. and affinity
and agreement will go up. With A-R-C you can push a man's buttons or you can
bring up his tone. Let's start to use this thing constructively. Start using
it to break tough cases.

AFFINITr. REALITr &: COmruNICATION - THE TIME FACTOR

~

breach of Auditor's Code is serious. but invalidation of preclear's
data is the most serious. Failure to reduce every engram you oontact or to
find first on ohain is also very serious. Invalidation of data is a reversal of reality. Such a reversal can upset one's physioal and mental health.
The A-R-C triangle oonsists of dynamic veotors. The polarity of these
veotors JJJaY" be reversed. Take affinity". for example. If it is abruptly interrupted, it reverses polarity and makes an encystment of energy. This is
impossible in the absenoe of something to store it in. MEST. There has to be
a collision with phfsical pain before reversal becomes possible. Grief
oharges rest on old phfsical pain. It is hard to realize how much energy and
turbulenoe of thought may be so encysted.

Reality. One's concept of reality" has a lot to do with agreement. We agree
on the reality" of what we perceive. Bertrand Russell's new tome on Perception
adds new confusion to Descartes: Would there be a sound in the forest if
there were no one there to hear it? Would the barn be red if there were no
one to perceive it? Reality" is that upon which we agree. If I say there are
twelve black cats on the stage and you don't agree. someone is insane. The
prime insanity is not to agree with another's realit,y. How is it that 118
agree so well? People that disagree with our reali t,y we put in asylums. They
can't propagate in asylums. So through natural selection we eliminate people
who disagree with us. Someone says. "Communism should rule the world, you
have got to ohange your government." Not many agree with him, or with his
realit,y. There is not much affini~J. so we put him out of communioation. See
it as a force flow.
Remember A-R-C vectors can reverse polari t,y and make encystment. Someone
s~s. "This force flow is in error." This encysts and invalidates data with a
species of grief charge on realit,y. How desperately we hang on to reactive
realit,y. This is what a conservative does. Then we either fight or fall into
apat.V. How wrong can a man be? You can kill a person by invalidating his
data. his realit,y. That is the w~ we knock out minorities in any group. If
you invalidate the s~ll group's reality". that group will die. This knowledge
is Gangerous in the hands of propagandists.
But there is also a time factor, the speed with which it is done. If' the data
of loss is imparted slowly, the enoystment of grief will not be so sudden or so
sharp. If you get a rapid enough encystment. people can die of a broken heart.
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Do you see that the breach of the auditor's code is a life and death matter?
When we are dealing with MES!, there is not too good a grip on material things.
The concern of thought is to be right, which is to survive. Infinitely
right equals infinite survival. When a person admits he is wrong, there is a
computational break with reality. "I thought these ideas out and they are
wrong." This break sits on top of pqysical pain just as grief does. This is
a serious brand of trouble because he is saying, "I'm dead wrong."
In school, it's always the child that's wrong. He has to learn to accept
failure. But if a child is wrong, it is really the school curriculum that'.
wrong. Exams invalidate reality. They kill more people than Ghengi. Khan
ever killed.
Justified reason is the most vulnerable. The analytical mind says there must
be a reason. Then if someone invalidates this justitication, a man finds no
agreement with others to support him, and he goes into a spin. If he was observably right, he would have a calm attitude.
Another kind of engram is held in place by the p1\Ysical pain engram, the
secondarY"'8iigram. There are three types of secondary engrams impinged on physical pain engrams:
1.
2.
3.

Painful emotion - grief - broken
Encysted communication
Invalidated reali~

affini~

Most stutterers have suffered reversal of communication. A child telling
something he knows to be true. Someone forces others to believe the child is
lying and forces the child to admit he is .lying. Child goes into apa~. It
is an invalidation of data, breaks his at'fini ~, communioation, and reaH ty.
As auditor, if you invalidate preclear's data, you have broken affinity, communication, and reality. The preclear depends more upon the auditor than you
think. He is startled by noises, his defenses are down. He i. trusting the
auditor to protect him while he goes back on the time track. You are handling
a person's life.
~

force in society lowers the tone of the society. When we read the blue
laws of the Puritans we think, "J.tr, they must have been a moral people," but
actually they weren't, or the laws wouldn't have been necessary. Riots in
taverns were a common occurrence, piracy was the rule. When we use force to
safeguard human rights, those rights deteriorate. Rights are deteriorating like
mad now. The more control a society has to use, the worse people it had to
start with. A society which uses force to control its people causes by this
affinity, reality, and communication breaks. In processing we unstopper these
breaks. Control by force doesn't work, because you can't educate or force a
person to love children who has an engram saying that he hates children.

There is interaction between people and social control. A tries to control
B, and A tells B he has no rights. In time B revolts and-tries to control
!, so the result is more and more control. There is a force equation in which the social force exerted on a man is
equalled by his engram force on the other side.
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MEST force
in society

>

individual

MEST force
in engr arns

The more foroe used by sooiev, the Ji10re engrams, and the more force needed.
The end product is EST, 8ince thought i~ foroed out and death results. A
aooiev forced into thia dwindling spiral will either have to throw away ita
80cial force and start over, or die. The more you interrupt A-R-C the more
you have theae vpea ot high-powered locka.
The problem ot aoceasibili~ is not just a problem ot inaccessibili~ by
rea80n ot in8anity, but haa to do with a person' a abiU V to oommunioate with
l1ia environment and the past. A great JiI8Jl)" people do a day'lS work, yet are
not acces8ible. A per80n determined to stay sick is not aocessible. Insanity in the past has been measured in terms ot danger from the individual,
not in terms ot irrationaliV. The person who does not have the tour ~na
mio8 unblooked, who will not care for himselt, family, group and mankind i8
not rational. The person who believe8 the atom bomb ia our future aeouriv,
our 8alvation, is obviouslY not rational.
An example ot apparent but unreal cOlllll1UDication is the newspaper8.

The important news is not always the dramatic. A story on the burning of a five
million dollare wareh~U8e appears in big headlines, while a story on the
United States having three and three-fourths million juvenile delinquents i8
given little space. The warehouse can be quicklY rebuilt, but the rehabilitation of the delinquents will be an enormous task. The evaluation ot data
is all wrong.
There is a time factor. It information trickles in it has leas eftect on the
reactive mind. The press is interested in reactive not analytical news.
~ring a war attention is fixed upon war news. A sharp tocus of attention
on something dangerous approaohes the h¥pnotic. When a datum is too fixed
in attention it can't be evaluated with respect to other data. Too great a
dispersal of attention leads to the mind not fixed on aqrthing or leads to
distraction. The mind ~ then become fixed upon some imaginary danger just
for sheer relief. The attention should have a limited but adequate range.
An engram tixes or disperses attention. News headlines do this also.

The time factor shows up in other WB¥8. A person who 8uddenly becomes dangerous, we olassify as psychotic. But his irrationality may be spread out,
wi thout a sudden break, and we don't consider him insane. Jlany inaccessible
psychotics are living nOrMol lives. We are very lax in the amount of' sanity
we require of people. I talk to the most irrational people. Grandpa is a
h¥pochondriac, yet he takes care of baby most of the time. You ask him about
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Dianetics for his rheumatism. He says, "I'll take tanlac " (85% alcohol).
Sure, it will make him feel good.
What is irrationali~? How do we judge it? Does the person answer the demands
of his environment? If he does not do this he will not be in communication
with his environment, and he will have low affinity and sense of reality. A
social worker goes to a case and finds. the wife sick, the children hungry. The
husband has a continual break in communication and with reality. He is inaccessible, although he will talk to you. He says, "Everything is O.K." To get
a fair measure of his acoessibility we find out the following points: Is he in
touch with reality? Is he capable of real communication.
The fact that a person will close his eyes and go down the traok is no sign he
is in touch with his past.
Will your preclear answer questions. If you can get him to answer questions,
you can start to regain attention units. Get his attention, build affinity,
get him to agree with you -- pick !!!. agreement !ll! ~ -- Any place you can
pick up the triangle and raise it just a hair you increase all the other
points. All inacoessibles have lots of circuitry, chiefly oontrol ~pe. Look
for a dominating person in childhood. The true accessible can move down the
track and contact incidents with all twen~-six perceptics, in his own valence.
Patch up a case, then take out circuitry until it is accessible, this i8
pianola. It is 80metimes necessary to run engrams out of valence and without
allperoeptics to get off circuits and release charge. It unconsciou8nes8 has
been restimulated up and down the track, it will come oft anywhere. This is a
sign of bad auditing.
Recession. If an engram reappears, it never did disappear, that'. inaccessibili ~. It may take two hundred hours to get a case to a pianola, but the
case can go on forever it you don't.

ACCESSIBILITf - BOB-VERBAL FACTORS

1 -

P8rson~li~

acceslible tor COnT&rlation

2 - Memory accellible tor straight wire

s -

Attini~-Reali~-Communication

break lockl acceslible

4 - Circuits accellible
5 -

Aftini~-Re~li~-Communication

engrams accessible

(Secondary engrams)
6 -Own Talence consi8tently accessible
7 - Engrams accesaible for erasure

8 - Full rea80n accessible (clear)

You can look at Bn1 case and 8pOt it on the above chart, and where you spot
it it tells you what to do. Degree8 ot acce88ibilit,y are shown for Bn1 person
in Bn1 8tage ot proce8ling.
On a psychotic we have to work the ca8e until the per80nalit,y i8 acces8ible.
You e8tablish any awareneS8 ot the world around him. (Awarene88 is communication) You e8tablish aftini~ by - sympathy - mimicry ot him, or he ot you, or
any other ~ pos8ible. You e8tablish reality by agreement. You agree with
him about anything at all. We enter the case by working on these three points
to establi8h them any way we can. Sometimes you pick up reality with some
people by telling them this thing works you are going to work on them. Not
arguing with them.
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Personali5r accessible means a person who will talk to you about his condition
without being antagonistic. You will probably have to establish this with
ever,y case you process.
Inventory is the entrance into straight~. He is in communication with you.
Find out whose valence he's in, who his wife reminds him of, who is the last
person who insulted him. Get more attention units up to now. Find out something specifio. You are tr,ying, for one thing, to find out the dominant. A
person who seeks to dominate him. We are trying to find out who the people
were that surrounded this person. What were their dramatizations, their
engram banks? What 'Were their relations with each other and the preclear, and
the exact words with which they expressed themae 1vas. The case becomes var,y
difficult, when the people who surrounded him in his childhood are different
from those in prenatal. Get material to put together picture of case. When
straight memor,y works fine, start on No.3.
By straight memor,y or putting him in reverie, you run these A-R-C locks. Take
the tension out of the locks, the broaks in affinit,y, realit,y, and communication. If you find an engram, slide in immediately and ·get it. At this point
you are testing this case for circuitry. You are restoring attention units.
You are finding out whether this material is available.

Next you go after secondary (A-R-C) engr ams, which have more charge than
looks. These charges on the A-R-C are so-called because they charge up the
case. Engrams won't have charge without later incidents. If you could get all
the grief off a case and do nothing else, you would have a release. You are
tr,ying to blow these charges so the engrams will not ver,y badly affect a
person. Circuits suppress these secondar,y engrams. If the charge won't come
off, you have to go after circuits.
When we say oircuits, we are talking about "You" cormnands. We are looking for
the dominant person in the preclear's environment. ~ to get points where
Mama said, "Don't cr,y," "You t ve got to protect yourse If ," "I've got to protec t
you from yourself'," etc. These circuit phrases are found in the mouths of
dominant people. We ver,y often have to run them completely out of valence and
just deintensi£y the circuits. Blowing circuitry out of a case is a skillful
operation. Circuitry includes as a subheading, "control circuitr,y." We get
c ircui ts out of' the case. We break locks and get out so_ A-R-C engrams.
When we put a preclear in reverie, we make a trial to see if he will go into
the basic area and run an engram in his own valence. If the bank has been
charged up so he can't get into basic, go after A-R-C engrams.
Exteriorization is going back down the track and seeing himself. They will
sometiJll8s get into themselves merely if you tell them to. A very serious case
will be outside of himself all the time. The cOmputational reasons are continuous commands from someboqy, "Watch yourself," "I can't be ~self around you."
The target is circuits. The only reason you would run basic engrams out of
valence is so you could get the circuits. You can't discharge A-R-C engrams
until you get the circuits off the case. "You must be strong," "You must be
brave," "You mus t not cr,y," etc., etc., etc. This junk is on the case so
heavily that when you take him to a death he doesn't cr,y. The tears are there
but they W01'"I't come off. It's this kind of a charge that charges up the
engram bank where the major circuits on the case are against displaying emotion.
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Who is the dominant? You find these circuits. Then you run the earliest engram
in which they occur. even if it is out of valence. In the basio area a person
does not displ~ emotion. It is the emotion of another valence, or a lock is
running on top. A head somatic in the basic area is not his own.

The circuitry on the case lies between the file clerk and I.
The first law of straight wire: --A person does not abbep.ate himself'. Somebod¥'
does it to him. Blow enough locks off' until you get him moving. Then you try
to get off some emotion. Then try basic area o If' none of this works, you are
dealing with circuits. You will have to get into basic When you track a circuit
down. But that's all you are looking for. You are not trying to accomplish erasures. !he purpose at this point is to find and deintensir,r oircuits 80 that the
perBon can run in his own valence.

When engrama are accessible for erasure, you run engrams. All of a sudden. he
isn't in his own valence. You have got to get some charge off the case before
you can continue' with engrams. You erase in the basic area as long as you can
get a preclear in his own valence.
Al ternate these tiro things: Getting grief charges off
Getting engrams erased.
You start ~ running the ARC engrams off', known before as grief' engrams; if you
cant t get the ARC engrama ott you run the circuitry engrams.
You want to get charge otf' the case. Jlechanical charge on the bank. Who broke
aftinity with this person? Who smashed his reality? Be'. wearing glasses because
his cOlllDUJ1ioation line is low. If someone is wearing glasses, you have to pick
up a lct ot charge otf the case.
After every session. if you placed the person in reverie, you run pleasure and
straight wire on the session itself. Make sure you run straight wire in present
time, rems.ering the ses8ion.
The acce8sibili icY chart tel18 you how to compute a case. as opposed to how to run
it mechanicalq. !his chart te1l8 you hoW' to compute as to what part of Standard
Procedure to U8e. The computation of a ca.e is of number one importance. It
gives you the mechanical basis and a method by which you can take a set of' f'actors
in a case and understand the case. rather than attempting to go through the routiDe without knowing where you are.

TIlere are two aspect8 to a case:
1. Mechanical trouble with a case (non-verbal f'actors)
2. Statement trouble with a case (verbal f'actors)
The language has gotten into the engram.. and as such is very important to the engram. StatelllBnta can be in engrams which can accomplish practioally all of the
trouble that 8D¥bod;y could tigure out. "I can't see"; "I can't get into thiS".
But, eighty percent of the trouble is over on the mechanical side of the ledger.
It the preolear s~s "I don't like mUSiC", it ~ be the perceptio of piano playing that restimulates an engram.
Let's abandon language for a moment. We will find out we have left on the case
all the other perceptics. We can have too much emotion. A person can actually
have invalidations without recourse to language whatsoever.
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A girl is cooking a cake. llama shoves her aside, and begins throwing an the
utensils in the sink to wash them. This action s~s, " ••you have no place in
the kitohen and I haven't enough affini~ with you to be tolerant of your actions • " As a re aul t you have a aechanical situation without lllllguage. This
is a perfect~ valid lock.
A fellow is knocked
him up and sits him
ty" break. The next
oue kicking him and

down. Somebody comes along and kicks him. Somebody picks
in a chair. This is an engram with p~sical pain, arfinitime he is tired and he hears a foot scuff it means somethis restimulates the engram.

An auto accident. The man walks over to it, sees his wife dead.
grief engram and not a word is said.

Thil is a

These are the mechanics of mind operation •
.A little boy starts to cry.

Somebody comes up and hits him.
circuitry on a mechanical level.

Thil is control

A person can be driven crazy on a mechanical level.
A horse runs into a tree. The restimulation for this oase could be I k1nesthesia..eight on his backJ or tactile of having a bit in his mouth.
A person can not go back on a time track that's supercharged - in hil own valenoe. You mq have to run ~ non-verbal engrams to get him in valence.
There are 26 perceptics. Language is on~ a special aspect of the perceptio
of sound. Speech is a specialized portion of sound and sight. It is a subdivision of 2 of the 26 perceptics. Speech is learned b.Y the mimiory of the
sounds of action. Arl:I sound or ~ other perceptic can restimulate an engram,
not just speech •
.A perlon is kicked and knocked out. No speech. The next occurrence is footstep., music in the distanoe, a oar pa.siDg, the odor of onion soup cooking.

Oue day thiB person is very tired and he hears some footsteps and smells onion
soup. These 2 factors, and tiredness, are enough. The person feels more tired
and gets nervoul and doesn't know why. After that, when cars go b.Y, this engram is keyed in. If this had "sta.,y here", this adds the statement side.
One day a person haa a dog kicked to death before his eyes. Wow the peroeptics in this earlier engram are in the 'dog-kioked' engram. Now we get a grief
charge. The intensity" of the engram comes way up. If you take off this grief
charge you deintensii'y the charge on the p~sioal paiD engram underneath it.
The statement side of the engram, as this fellow has been kicked and his dog
has been kicked to death, haa "you must not cry", "you have to oontrol yourself", and "you have to be a big boy like your Father". This suppresses the
engram charge. We ask him, "who in your fami~ didn't like tears 1" This person is the domiD&l.t. We get the dominant. We find out how early in the bank
this occurred. We knook off "you can't cry", "w~ don't you be a big boy like
your Father". Then we come back and addreu the moment when the dog is kioked
to death, and the preclear cries.

Everything that's wrong with a case got that wq because of a dominant. People
who are seeking to control other people. The worse the dominance, the more neu-
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rosis. This is circuitr,y. If he had cried and cried, right at the time of the
death of the dog, he could have deintensified it right on the spot. Gotten orf
at least 6~ of it and perhaps more. If be is carr,ying 100,% of it, it is because
it is suppressed b,y oontrol oircuitr,y.
If a person s~s "loan' t get into it", look at the statement from the mechanical
side, (the mechanics ot mind operation, not struoture).
Statementa are important in this. ratio. Between 2 auditors, one paying attention
just to statementa, one p~ing attention to nothing but the meohaniol, the one
P8iY'ing attention to nothing but the mechaniol would haft a better chance to relolve the oaBe.
When the pre-olear says "I oan't go into it" don't s~ 'go over it'. You are
reall¥ l~ing in a look. Gift him this break. Assume that in present time, with
his analyser on, be is not talking out ot his engrams. If you don't, you are invalidating him. It's a worse triok to feed the person's talk back to him in repeater technique. You are feeding his engrams back to him. Be knows he is goiDg
baok after engrams. If you think there is a statement that' 8 keeping him out or
it, you oonsult hil file clerk. You s~ 'the file clerk will give us the phrase
that ia preventing an entrance into this inoident. When I count froll 1 to 5, the
file olerk will give it to us'. Chanoes are you ma.Y get a phrase "there ian't
IlII¥ door bere". Be il in an engram and informing you analytically that "he can't
get into it". He ~ give you an entirely different phrase from the file olerk.

In an exceptional case, where the file clerk doesn't work, you mq piok up a
phrase used, s~ 7 phrases ago, "I can't see that" - all of a sudden viBio went
off. You would s~, 'Could it be the phrase 't I can't see that"'? You should
never use the phrase the instant it is said. Make sure to wait, so the preclear
won't have the feeling his own phrase.s are being fed right back to him.
When running basic area engrams in his own valence he won't bounoe or be misdireoted. He·' s listening to llama and Papa talk. Action phrases are only aotion
phrasel when you are working people out of valence. Pain itself is a valenoe
shitter. Griet' oharges, all by themaelves, without au;y valenoe shifter COJllll&Dds,
are valenoe shitters. A valenoe shifter phrase, all by itaelf, wouldn't put a
person into someone elae's valenoe. There would have to be a mechanical cause,
oharge of some kind.
Suppose a man is badl¥ stuck in his t'ather' 8 valence. This man can't reel his
own emotion. But perhaps he can feel father's emotion. Ask him "How would you
feel when your father cried?". You may get some charge off the valence.
If A-R-C engrams are suppressed, break a few locks. ~n was the last time someone said you were a liar?" "Let's go to the first time somebody said you were a
liar." "When was the last time somebody said you were blind? When was the last
time someone said you couldn't see aqything?" This is a oommunication locko
Communication with the perceptios.
If he can't remember atJiY'thing, get his memory·worldng. "Do you remember the house
you lived in when you had the measle.s?" "Do you remember one of your schoolteaohers?" If he says "I never remember people.", you s~, "Who am I? You remember me, so you can remember people."
He is out of communication.

You have to reach his

personali~.

If the auditor
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knows he is interested in horse racing and says 'I. won 6 bucks on a horse onoe.
The horse's name was Heartbroken." The preclear ~ answer "Oh, I won 24 bucks
on a horse named Heartbroken. It was in the spring of 1924". Sudden~ he does
remember.

POINTS OF ENTRANCE - CIRCUITRY

There is a tone scale in every person, for every
reali V and oOlllllUnioa tion to he lp it survive.
The 3rd m c .

1.
2.

~namic.

Each d;ynamic has

Let's look at the problems of the group in these terms.

aw muoh affiniv is in the groupl
Haw muoh reali~ is in the group?

3. How muoh cOJlllDUnica tion is in the group"
You fill in the missing factors of A-R-C and you oan predict sur'9'!val or nonsurvival of the group. It a corporation manufactures washing machines, while
they have no one to handle personnel, and no communication between management
and labor. there will be no washing machines. The house organ must oontain
true information. As soon as anything not true is printed in it, it is out off
as oommunioation.
The 2nd dynamio.

Love •
two people in love are in very close communioation.
f.bere is dedication to a purpose.
In marital breaks there is a breakdown of understanding--oommunioation.

Peroeptical~,

Thela t d.ynamic.
"I" would be very close in thought to theta. The more pain, the less "I" can
forward the ta' I plana. "I" breakl with the body. The individual breaks down
into other individuall. Arthritis is the avoidan~e of the painful area by the
blood cella. When the oells do not oooperate there is a breakdown. His stomach'dilagrees' with him. There il too much or too little nerve flow. (communication) !he cohesive forces break down. Aliveness depends on the smooth functioning of the entire bo~ in unison.

Wbere. in all these possibilities will we find one to begin the case on a relolution of its difficulties" A person oan be reached on any one of the four 6::/namfcs. This is to coax you aW8¥ from addressing only the first ~c in
your processing. If we find a point in a fellow's life when he is oonvinced
that all JIII!In are evil, SOIll8 of the 4th ~amic interruption 11 oausing his inaccessibility. There is a whole set of circuits for each of the four ~nam1os.
It a person show. up at a session and doesn't like ~bo~, ask him "Do you
know someone who used to say that men were no good?" Ask ~ question whioh
will locate a breakdown on one of the dynamics. One oase had ''You can't trust
_n." "You can't trust aD¥bo~.~ We ran the circuit engrams as much as they
could be reduced. Sonic was shut off in this person. Sonic was not shut off
beoause of a statement 'you can't hear' J after rehabilitating thh person's
trust, sonic turned on.
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At a parv, an auditor me t a girl wi th an UDhappy marriage. He blew a line
charge on her wi th s traigh t wire. Her affini ty-communica tion-reali ty on 2nd
and 3rd dy'namic had bean interrupted. He pioked up Grandmother and Grandfa~r (who were her allies) quarrelling and saying "marriage was no good".
Be ble.. thil lock.
Chqing environment is a perfectly valid therapy. It will per.it to go out
of rest1mulation the things that were in rest1Jllulation froa enviroDJll8nt. The
people in this person's environment have more effect than the environment itself. Changing environment means changing personnel.
Three valid therapiesl
1. Procesaing
2. Educa tion
3. Environment (inoludes nutrition)
~ way you can pick up tone il valid therapy.
Education permi ta the analytical mind to re-evaluate i tl data. Different
things are restiJllulative. Children, by learning new Ikills and learning how
to handle themselves can learn how to overcome their engrams. Education
complimentl reality. It picks up reality. It has to do with what is true.
If reality pioks up, 10 will aftinity, and likewise oommunication. In Ichool
they punish a child for talking. Thil breakl down the child's communication,
and his affinity breaks, and he hateslchool.
What kind of an environment would be moat valuable to a given individual?
Compute on this, his education can be undertaken on aQJ one of the dy'namicI'
his environment change can be applied to ~ one of the Ciy'namicl.
A man in a morris chair is not in actual contact with reality. It he meeta a
50-mile gale, his percepticI impro.,.. When he 1& out of direot oOJlllllUDioation
wi th the material uni verle, hil necessity le.,.l goe. down.
The individual il influenced on and by all tour ~ic.. The individual il
impinged on by A-R-C on each dynamic. Let's take a look at his .!2!!!:. d{D!!i0I.

What people in his vicinity were the suppressors on ~ one ot thele ~namio.t
Thil material may lie in the actual engrams of this individual. We have got to
find ways and means to unburden this mind. Look for locks to . e attention
unit.. There oould be a circuit "1fobo~ in a labor union knows what he is talking about". Imagine such an individual in charge of managing labor for a firm.
We are looking for what broke A-R-Q to supprels the ~namics.
The funotion of thought geta interrupted by pain. Thought has been debarred by
the turbulence caused by pain. It there 18 too muoh turbulenoe in an individual,
"I" become. lubmerged by the.e impaota. Chronio lomatiol ooour when "I" can't
oODllllUDicate with the past. "I" can't see into thele areas which it BlUlt not approach _chanically. "I" beginl to look for the trouble at what haa happened in
hil analytioal life.

"t' can get so thoroughly lubmerged, a perlon oan get psyohotic. Establish the
A-R-C between yourself, as hil auditor, and the plyohotic. As loon al you get
personality aocessibility by establishing the reality of what you are tr,ying to
do, you get him up to a point where you oan give him straight IIIII!UIOry work.
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Start acce •• ibility with ·inventory. Inventory puts you in commmication with
the per.on and the per.on in communication with hi. pa.t. The p~.ioal pain
and turbulence area. capture thought.
Arter .traight memory _ head for· locka. liinor looks. Break. in his affinity
with lite. Invalidations of his reality. We go into this mildly, .tarting out
wi th minor locks. Piok up these restilllUlators. Every t t . an engram iI re.ti...
ulated "I" beoome. _aker. Every tiD "I" gets .tronger, "I" is better .able to
oontaot engrama. That'. ~ you run pleasure. Get attention units up to pre.ent time.

.q.

Rehabili tate cOJmmnication. Go back--"Do you remeaber auyOM who
'you oan't
.ee it' 1 Well, let's remember a time when he .aid it." "Who in your family was
alway. talkiDg about eyesight?" (To a per.on wearing gla•••• ).
!be differeno. between a look and an engr. .--no p~.ical pain in a lock. It i.
a re.tiaulation of a time wh.n there ..... pain. G.t looks with straight .aory.

J. primary engraa--one that containa pbJ'aical
pain and UDOonoiouaness.
.
.

J. secondar,y engraa--a great big lock. !he .udden impact is a restimulation ot
the pain engraa. Actually, the engram has been recharged by this experience.
The engrem atops being just a aleeper. Run seoondary engr... through and through
like engrama with all perceptios in hi. own valence. Be won't get a grief oharCe
oft unless he is in his own valenoe. Thia way, you bleed the oharge oft the engram.
We estimate a oale in terms of where you oan enter the case. Look at the aoce..ibility chart and find out where your case plots on the chart.
We have a person al~s exteriorized. Be has a low sense of reality. You find
out his memory is accessible. Use straight wire and run a few minor things that
he can reaoh, locks.
We have a person who is exteriorized only' in mo_nts of great strel.. All you
have to do is find out ~1the .eoondary engram that is supercharging ha, and you
will knook 80me grief otf the case.
Indioationa of being out of valence:
1. Twitching toes--p!Vsioal pain he doel not feel,
2. Beaving ohest--emotion he is not getting.
If we get no tears in .eoondary engraa after second&ry' engraa, _ have a cirouitry case. We break circuit.. We search for them with straight memory. We
run the engrama that contain these circuits. Breaking the circuits out of a
case will permit the perlon to get off the seconda17 engrUUl. This will pend t
him to get into the basic area in hil own. valence. We run secondary engrmu in
order to get otf basic engrams. To run out basic engrams in own valence you ~
have to go back and get seoondary engrams, and run cirouits. You get lome of
the charge off by running the lockl themselve8, but if you can't get the secondary engrams ,you knock out ciroui try.
When you really start an erasure, you are erasing 26 perceptios.
be worked until his case is in this shape.

A person should
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You have got to run out basic engrams that contain cirouits, even out at valence,
even with no UDOonac:d.o1llne •• ooming oft. You get your clue by running locks and
by .traight wire and you coax him down. Then you will be able to come back to
running .econdarr engrams. You COD back and get more charge until eventually a
per.on will get 1n hie own valence, running a full erasure. You shouldn't start
by tryblg to run a tull erasure or these engrams will have a tendency to co.
back. If he oan' t run a ba.ic .Dgr. . in his own valence there is charge on a
ca... So_tiM. th.re 11 OM phrase in the basic area you can't find. You tell
hill to go to the oharge tAat repr••••• thil engram. Be mq go to a late life
engr...
If notAing happena wh.n you run deaths, get off oiroui try. Run circuitry even
if you have to work hard at it, and get charge off it. J. simple teat--you ask
the file clerk for the necessary incident to re.olve the cas.. You try to work
with the til. olerk, and if the file clerk won't work with you, it'. circuitry.
Shoot it out in tenaa of locks and engr8JIII. Who was laying circuits into this
cas." "I" 11 .0 drained out by circuitry-charge that there ian't enough attention units for hill to move on the track.
!Urn .onic on by picking up the affini~-reali~-communioation of a person.
Bot by ruDDing "I can't hear". Can he move on the- track? Can ... talk to hill?
Let's see if ... can get him to cOJIIIIIUDicate. You are trying to make him re_mb.r moments when affinity' was broken, when his reality waa iapinged. It you
can't approaoh major chargel, you approach minor charges. "I" can't get into
the engram. Thek"e 18 1I0re power on the engram than in "I". You want to rescue
power tor "I". Knock out locks by straight wire. The acce.8ibili~ tells you
what part of Standard Procedur. to use on the case. Even it a case is running
fine, when 1 t boC. down it hal changed pos i tions frOil a lowr to an upper part
on the ch.rt beo.u.e of a re.timulation in the environment.

A. definition of circuitrya circuitry consi.ts ot 'you' phrases. They are the
phra.e. addressed tram an exterior "I" to "YOU". "1 have to tell you" is still
a 'you' addres.ing the 'I'. The.e phrases are received from persons who seek
to nullity the independence of judgMnt ot others. Theae are people trom whOIl
circuitry" 11 rec.ived. A. small boy s.,.s"I think I'll go out and play.". Ria
parent says "Ho, you can't go out to pl.,.". Or, Ilatilda can't control Oscar
ph7lically, so she nullifies him, sbe cuts him down enough so 1Il\V'0ne can control him. "You're wrongt" "Nobo~ likes you." She breaka his A-R-C. '!'hese
attempt. are r.percussive.

You face foroe with r.ason and continue to apply reason. A human being goes
into apa~ when stopped from doing this. When we talk about circuitry, ...
are talking about the material universe forces, the laws of' torce, so tlat ODe
human b.ing is not permitting another perlon to be an indi'11dual. He is not
permitting thia person to be a responsible theta. When these circuits are
8urrounded b,y turbulence and pain they are piecel ot the ana~zer ripped oft.
They tell ttl", in the center, "I . . going to tell you what to do". and ttl" has
a tough t t . tighting back. A.I they grow. they take up more and more ana~z.r,
until there 1s no "I" lett. There il a false "I" laid down in the mind in the
circuits.
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Sometimes a person by shifting valence becomes the "I," the false one of the
circuits: "You've got to do what I tell you." The person says to someone,
"Get me a glass of water." !he other answers, "No, I'm busy." This restimulates hill and he is temporarily insane. He rages, "You've got to do what I
tell you." In the case of the psychotic -- you want to get "I" baok. Release
the 8econdary engrams, and take the charge oft the circuitry engrams.
A very patient individual will have phrases like ~You had better take it easy,"
and "You had better not work so hard." When we get this inside of an engram,
we have a super-controlled individual. When you look tor a dominant, don't
alwqs look for a person who is bombastic. You may sq, "Who was the
tumultuous person in your family?," "What did Pop used to say?," however, when
the glq' was sick, Aunt Tizzie came in and said to him: "I love you. You've
got to take oare of yourself. You're not very strong. Stay here." T.be more
sympathetio, the more deadly. The circuit gets in there, pretends it's your
triend, gets in there solid. When you are working for circuitry, don't just
look for bombaat.
Children don't get spoiled by attection. You can smother them with a{fection
and gifts. H01I8'ftr, when you say, "I'm giving you this car only on condition
that you put oil in it every Monday," affection has been spoilt there, because
someboqy e18e has been trying to oontrol "I." If you don't control "I," his
self-determinism will come into play. and he will manage fine.

CHRONIC SOIlATICS, STUCK ON THE TRACK. STRAIGHT MEMORY. TONE SCALES

If your preclear does not have good vision and hearing. you had better look
for an interruption. If there is a physiological difficult.1. there is less
aberration. He is fighting back. People who haven't enough attention uni t8
in present time to desire to live have no psychosomatic illness. A person
wearing glasses is fighting an engram that says, "I can't see." He puts on
glasses and says, "See, I can too see." Engram says, "You can't see." He
gets thicker glasses. Engram s~s, "You see, r said you can't Bee." He goes
into a dwindling spiral. It you happen to pick up engrams on eyesight, he
~ get right into the center ot what's interrupting his eyesight.
A psychiatrist had an engram in reBtimu1ation, containing a knitting needle
somatic in his left eye. His auditor worked him for 5 hours, knocked out the
chronio somatic based on the communication phrase: "I can't see." When he
came up to present time and took off the bandage, he was sma.ed to find the
ulceration in his eye was gone. His eyesight was suppressed because he was
still trying to see, and the engram said, "You can't see," bringing about a
phySiological deterioration to enforce the command.
The main thing that you would look for would not be something indicated by a
chronic somatic. The tough one will be the one that is not being fought; the
one that is not expressing itself phySiologically. There is the person who
cODsistent1y confuses words, mishears, mis-sees. He walks into the room,
whirls around, is sure he saW' somebody in the chair. That engram says, "You
are a1~s seeing things," and it's charged ~ up by secondar,y engram..
First thing. as you scout for accessibi1it.1, look over communication and
general affinit.1 for people. Test him out by putting him into reverie. Then
you will know his state. Send him back to yesterdq. He tells you he is
si tting down at the table, and he is having a steak dinner, but he can't see
the table or taste the steak. Send him back to a time when he was a l1, ttle
boy. He tells you he is playing checkers with father. You ask him how father
looks. He can't see father ~ere -- but across the checkerbo,ard he sees a
little boy. Then you take him to the time when Grandpa died. He tells you it
didn't bother him -- but his chest heaves and he sighs. This case is in bad
shape. Ready on~ for straight wire and perhaps a few light locks.
When a person, in reverie, is told to move on the time track, and he doesn't,
there are two things wrong: his "I" is pretty" low on available attention units,
and he is stuck in one or more incidents. This does not mean that he cannot be
a powerhouse in life, for he may be. It means that after you get him unstuck
and moving easily, he will be a super powerhouse. It should raise his I.Q. 10,
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15, or even more points. The preolear might tell you, "I am stuok in present
time," or that he oannot leave present time. "Present time," in thiB oase,
has been at the age of fifteen for a long time. You have to get him free to
get him anyplaoe else, and there is a definite routine for unsticking him.

1. Tell him to oome up to present time.
move --

98% won't,

2%

~ll.

If he doesn't

2. Now let's go to a moment of pleasure. At this point you don't have to know
where he is stuck. Try to ease him into a moment of pleasure, preferably
triumph. Go to a time when he was awarded the oup for making the best model
airplane, when as a writer he got his first oheok, or go the time when he was
given a pe~or a moment of triumph in sohool. If you oan't find ~ of these,
go to a time when he beat up some other ba,y. If this g~ has never won a fight,
he is in bad shape. It means mama was a dominator, or papa was, or he was very
sick as a boy, and had a lot of sympa~ engrams. If you oan reach some
pleasure moment, you can probably unstiok him on the track. One of the funotions
of the mind is to find pleasure for the individual, so the attention units will
leave pain, and oome up to the pleasure moment and then up to present time. A
person who is stuck on the track is using the stioking plaoe for present time.
3. Try to straight wire him out of it. You can shift over from attempts to
put him into a pleasure incident and back to straight wire. If you get him
moving, then you can bring him up to present time. You can shift as many times
as necessary, alternating straight wire and reverie, trying to get hia to
remember looks, A-R-C breaks. Just shifting back and forth, you can break a
lock maybe, and unst10k him. If this fails, the next routine is number 4.

4. Person's eyes are closed. (Caution: donit give this person a lot of holders to repeat. When you go over holders like "Stay here, hold still," etc.,
you are restimulating new engrams and sticking him in a lot more places on the
track., It appears quite often the file clerk is in good working order. You
may even get the somatic strip to go through the engram to the time he got
well, and come up to present time. Whenever you have run a person back into a
childhood illness, it's always a good idea to run him to a moment when he was
fully recovered from that illness, a few weeks later. Bring him up to present
tima from that point on. If you get into one of these illnesses, you can bring
him up hour by hour to when he got well, then run that moment thoroughly, then
bring him up to pleasure and then to present time.

If he is still stuck after all this -- some of them have a little visio and
sonic right where they are stuck. If you get a case all restimulated, this visio
and sonic will get covered up. Say to him, "Listen, do you hear anything? Do
you see anything?" He may give you a phrase "Stay here." Run this holder, you
may take tension off it. If he gets a little vision, he may be able to identit,y
the place. This ~ restore enough attention units to bring him up to present
time.
(Caution: don't try to run physioal pain engrams on him.
him all the more.'

You will just stick

If you get a file olerk who works well, you get an age flash. Sometimes a
oircuit will answer. A person who consistently dates his ohecks 1960 for two
weeks after it is 1961 is s tuck on the track. He has a dub-in file olerk. An
age flash is a three-way test. You have to getlaround this oirouit. How old
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are you?- He s8¥s "29." This circuit is educated to "How old are you?"
What's your age? - "2." Age comes through. You follow through with "2 what?"
Or if this fails -- Give me a number. If you get 29 - 29 - 29, the person is
in present time. If the answers to these three questions are 29 - 29 - 2, he
may s8¥, ~~ would I say 2?" (His circuit is trained to "Give me your age.")
By al~s asking for an age flash with these three questions, you get an
answer through on one of them that won't be from the circuit.
A man 45 years old gives an age flash 29. At first he doesn't know what happened between 25 and 35. It is all occluded. By using straight wire -- ~o
gave you your first job?" ~o did the boss remind you of?" ~at happened to
you in that year?" -- he remembers, nOh, that's when I had ~ appendix out."
He gets a visio iJllJD8diately on the room and nurse. He picks up sonic on the
nurse telling him to "Stay there."
If there is no clue to the incident he is stuck in, we ask for f'lash responses.
Any question whioh can be answered yes or no. "Aocident," "Injury," "Hospital," "Doctor," "Fever," "HoJ:le," "Office." We start to build the scene from
his responses. But just getting this data ian't enough to free him. He has to
remember it.
Suppose your preolear is stuck at 13. You want to know what happened at the
age of 13. You have this incident in view. You are trying to get this engram
out. You have contacted the holders. It won't deintensif'y. Your l3-year old
engram here is on a very solid chain. The person is stuok in the middle of a
chain. You ask the file clerk, "Is this the first engram on the chain?" If
the tile clerk is working, he will tell you no. You take a little tension ott
the one he is stuck in by running it a little. "The file clerk will now give
us an earlier engram." You can go back: down this chain. He is probably stuok
at a late point on the chain.
Sometimes the file clerk is forced into telling you a lie. You tell the file
clerk you want the earliest incident on this chain .. and he gives you an incident. You ask yes or no, is this the earliest incident on this chain? The
file clerk says yes. But it isn't the earliest. You force the tile clerk to
tell you a lie. He gives you the first engram necessary to be deintensified.
One case gave six consecutive engrams and each one the "earliest" on the chain,
because each one had to be deintensified. "Give us the earliest incident on
this chain," you order the file clerk. He i sn' t your slave, he is your par tiler •
The file clerk will give you the earliest engram that has to be deintensitied
to get to an earlier engram. Sometimes you have to run one that oan't be
reduced or erased in order to get to an earlier one. Never make the mistake of
believing it's the earliest. When you ask, "Is this the earliest engram? ,'t
the file clerk will tell you, "Yes," it it has to be run a few more times. Then
you test again, "Is this the earliest engram?" He s8¥s, "No," because the
other engram is in sight. One case gave 25 engrams one by one before the basic
on the chain was reached. This person was stuck at 13. The file clerk was
asked to give the month this occurred. He got "Tonsillect~." The person
said, "I never had ~ tonsils out." Be was told, "Open your mouth." They were
missing.

In short, he may be stuck in a chain of engrams, and there are earlier
that must be reduced by walking back down the
the bottom of the chain. When you run down a
are running out a chain of engrams. When you
chain, make sure you are at the bottom. Make

engr~

chain. Caution: Be sure it's
stuck on the track engram, you
get down at the bottom of the
sure you run the whole engram,
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whether he is in his own valence or not. If you run the whole engram, somatic
and words. you do not have to come back up this chain. The fact that he is
not in his own valence is no excuse for you not to deintensi~ this engram.
As you deintensify you go earlier, and you run the earliest incident thorough~.
You make sure it is the basic on the chain. Ask the file clerk several times.
If you can't get into the incident itself. keep using straight wire. Knock out
enough A-R-C locks ~til the person has enough attention units to come up to
present time. Ne1l!lr leave your preclear stuck on the track if you found him
moving on the track. You must always check this before leaving him. Then
check again in two or three minutes.
.
Run pleasure moments, then bring him to present time, then give him straight
memory on the session. Don't tell him or assist his memory. You tell him just
to remember these things. Then ask, "What's your age? How old are you! Give
me a number." If all three numbers are the same, OK, then you cancel. If
after the session he talks about the time Aunt Minnie's kittens got drowned,
you check again. You may get 7. You have a call back, so you run pleasure
moments again and go through the same routine, to be sure he is sufficient~
stabilized. In a new case you may not get him unstuck in the first session.
Several things can take attention units aw~ from "I." A-R-C break locks and
A-R-C engrams. Both of these depend on phySical pain engrams. Secondary
engrams are grief engrams. various upsets, apa~ engrams, etc. They tend to
starve "I" so "I" can't move on his own time track. The degree to which someone is stuck does not depend on the seriousness of the engram in which he is
stuck. It depends on the supercharging of the bank. and condition of "I" robbed
by all these A-R-C breaks.
A person with no circuitry gets No. 1 engram keyed in. Person is tired, this
engram gets a bit restiDlUlated. We get a reaching out from the engram bank.
We get a little more restimulation and then we get a secondar,y engram between
"I" and the standard bank. Now we start to pick up locks on this secondary
engram. Grandma died in the secondary engram. These could be anything that
haa to do with the death of an older person, reading deaths in paper, etc.
Every time it charges more, it takea away more of "I." There has to be more
power in "I" than in the charged up bank. The ease wi th which you handle the
case. the accessibili~ of the case, depends on how much "I" is left in proportion to the charge on the reactive bank. This is not just a job to get a person
moving out of SOlIIE'> holders. You have got to pick up enough a tten tion units by
breaking locks. running pleasure moments, so that "I" can·move on the track.
Straight memory technique. All straight memory 'is based on this oomputation:
An aberre. in dramatizing the engram will not dramatize just once, but more than
once. If an aberree has an engram that is keyed in. you can count on his dramatizing i t ~ times. If Mama says. "I am a goat, tI she says it many times. The
aberrated pattern of the parents expresses itself in varied -.ys in the child.
In straight memory what we want to f'ind is the first key-in of the engram. We
may find the engram dramatized many times by Mama •. but there was a first time.
If we can find the first time and work it in !!!!!. memory, we will knock out the
key-in.
Additional benefit of straight wire' Anything he remembers will be a validation
to him. It haa a greater reali ~ than running engrams. The audi tor i8 acting
as a linesman. Be is stringing wire between "I" and the standard banks. He is
stringing wire so material will come out of occlusion. There is a distinct
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differenoe from free assooiation. It is preoise~ direoted· by the auditor
The auditor must know the precise laws of straight memory. The auditor can
recover the exact material which is assisting the aberration. In direoted
memory the auditor is recovering moments of the past which when reoovered
will be valid to the preolear, and when they are recovered will take some of
the oharge off the oase and reoover attention units for "I." This will
aotually knock out ohronio somatios in about 2~ of the oases. Psychoanalysis
does this b,y the straight memory factors in it. If you are going to improve
this person by straight memory, you will be able to do it rapidly by knowing
these laws.
*(Note: The faot that straight memory teohnique is a direoted prooedure Ihould
not be oonstrued to mean that Dianetio processing is direotive in the sense
used in Psyohotherapy. Dianetios is non-direotive, just as Psychotherapy
should be, except that the technical prooess is direoted by the auditor.)
Straight memory is a very preoise teohnique. It is pale against knocking out
the engram. But it will sometimes result in the ahut-off of .hay fever and
Parkin8on's DiBease. Straight memory even just by itself would make us very
rich. If people don't want reverie, give them straight memory. If a person
gets a headache, and this person usually doesn't have them, this is an acute
somatic - Use straight memory.
Where straight memory is less productive: A person who has a change of
personnel in pre-natal or early part of life. The new people are not dramatizing his early engrams. Maybe the person didn't know he was raised in a
foster home and you ~ to skip down to the pre-natal bank and get no place.
You start suspecting that this is the case.
In working straight memory, you are looking for very specific things. All ot
those non-optimum worries that the preolear has about life. Example: Thil
fe llow says, "From day to day I am unable to f aoe life." The audi tor wants to
know whose dramatization this is. You are trying to hunt down identities and
pin them on somebody else. You are going to try to find out whose valenoe he
has been forced into unwillingly.
Ulcer case - Straight memory, over 1/2 hour, located the dramatization of Papa
standing around worrying about his stomach. Specific moment then oontaoted.
Then the earliest time that Papa was worrying about his stomach. He had
identified that part of the valence he had been forced into, and, identlf.ying
it, he abandoned it. That was enough.
If you can get a person to remember who used to have stomach aohes, differentiation takes place. You ask a preolear .. ''Who used to say control yourself~"
Ue says .. "Oh, I tell ~selt that all the time." ~ell, someboqy else might
have." He Sayl, nOh, no, nobody elle." You 8ay, "Who was the most supercontrolled person in your Vicinity when you were a child?" Answer - mother.
"what did she used to say?" "Can you reme~er a speoific moment when Mother
said oontrol yourself?" "When she did say it, where wal she standing?" "Oh, she
wasn't standing. she was sitting." ~ere were Y9U standing?" "I wasn't
standing either. I was sitting. Oh, she used to say, 'I can't stand people
who can't control themselves.'"
If you can turn enough attention units whioh have been caught in these locka
over to "I~" "I" will be able to interiorize instead of exteriorizing, and you
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Will be able to pick up charge.
A vpical case. Chronic soma tic. bad arm. Grandma died with a bad arm. Sometimes people tell him he is like his grandmother. We can break that lock.

* * * * * * * *
Indifference
Boredom
Resentment. expressed
Anger
Resentment. unexpressed
Fear
Grief
Apa~

This is the painful emotion scale. We are working on the Arfini V line. Sometimes- it's necessary to unburden a case of the lighter emotions, before the
tougher ones. Sometimes a person is caught on the track in an apathy engram.
and you have to work like a slave just to get him up to grief. The higher on
the scale the emotion is. the easier it is to reach and work.
Great magnitude of emotion will make it hard to reach and run. We get a big
fear incident which would be terror. Grief starts off as sadness; as magnitude
inoreases. it becomes grief.
This Anglo-Saxon socie~ is built on codes suppressing emotion. The man in the
society is supposed to ·control himself. "Little boys don't cry." "You mustn't
be so emotional." Emotions are suppressed. Shame and apa~ often act as a
suppressor of grief.
You are looking for that thing that is most suppressed. If wearing hats is the
suppressor in a socieV. and you treat somebo~ in that society you work on thil.
In this society. emotion has been mixed up with sex. This is on ~e second
~a.mic.
We even have this aberration: that a person cannot be emotional and
rational.

Realiv'

Agreement
Indecision
Disagreement
UnresponsiTe
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Agreement and reality are synonymous. We agree upon something:
reali ty • We don't agree: There isn't real! 1;y •

It becomes

He sees a truck run over a man, he is unresponsive: This is unreality.
Husband won't work -- drinks. Wife threatens to leave. He says she won't do
that. How could she do this to JJI8. He 1s not responding to reality. Wife
says, "I'm going to leave." He doe.n't respond. He is on unresponsive level.
A person who walks into an empty room and sees somebod;y there has low reali V'
and communication. The inability to differentiate between reality and imagination I When he cuts in imagination for real! ty, he is disagreeing with the
MEST reality of the situation.
Communication -- In straight wire you look for times when people disagreed with
this person. Chronic phrases - "Thi. is not true" "You don't know this"
"That is false" People who constantq said to the child, "That's not true,
it's just your i~ination."

Communication I

Communicative -- He talks when he should
talk. He is able to communicate to
and be communicated with. (Communication is a two-way affair, and there
is a 60% Ihut-off when somebod;y can't
get his attention.)
Secretive -- This perlon will sometimes be so secretive, he selects
what's to come through. Some, he
occludes.
"Did you ever have aDf trouble
talking to your Mother?"
"Did she ever say shut up?" Did she
ever sa:;{, "Don't talk in CODlpaDf."
Prevarication -- Life lies to this
person. When he puts it out, he is
apt to lie.
Distortion
Unresponsive -- Doesn't put out.
Doean't receive.

As you are processing a person you should bring him up the tone scale. If he
has not passed through the first tone, be won't be able to get angry at ~
bod;y. Ii' he can talk about Mama's beatings, and not be angry, he is below
that. You haTe got to pick up enough locks and secondary engrams out of this
person to bring him up.
If you haTe a dub-in case, you haTen't brought him up to where he can communicate. On the affiniV' scale he is not angry.
At this time there is not a lot of circuitry about communication or reali1;y.
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~ou should not permit yourself to get emotional." This is circuitr,y interrupting the affinity line. There is very little circuitry interrupting
communication and reality. Circuits sometimes - "Nothing is real" "You are
al~. disagreeing"
These locks are easier to reach than the affinity locks.
By bringing up one point of A-R-C you bring up the others.

Here is something you may not have realized, something that is interesting and
very useful: any ki~d of interruption or mis-use of A-R-C, any kind or lock
that is imaginable, has two aspects: ENFORCED and DENIED. It is just as
aberrative to tell someone that he must love, that he must talk, that he must
be right as it is to inhibit his doing these things. The"effect is the siiiiei
nullifioation. Therefore, whenever you are looking for A-R-C locks remember
that a shut-off or nullifioation of any kind may coma from enforcement as well
aa from denial.
Denied Communication (inhibition)
Phrasea which inhibit speech
"
"
"hearing
Inhibition of seeing
" feeling
"
" smelling
"
emotion
"
" heat
"
" oold
"
"

This is a shut-off chart.
This means that a person' a
communication to the real world
haa been inhibited by statements.

nOh, you never reel the cold."
"Has ~boqy ever said to you that you never hear what they said?"
She says, "You never pay any a tten tion to me."
Speeoh - "Don't talk to me."

~

wire.

"Don't repeat this". "You can't aee" - visio.

Enforoed Communication (compulsion)
Compulsion of
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

speeoh
hearing
seeing
feeling
ame 11 ing
etc.

These are your "turn too full
ons." They cut the communication
line. "You've got to listen" If you get too muoh of this, you
will get the person down at the
prevarication or apatny range.

Denied Reali V

Enforoed

You're never right
You don't know
You never agree with me
etc., etc •• etc.

You have to
You mustn't
You have to
etc., etc.,

Reali~

do the right thing
make a mistake
be lieve me
etc.
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A person is in touch with reali ty" until reality" hurts him too much.
resist anything which forces too much communication on him.

He will

Denied Affinity

Enforced

You don't love me
You can't ever be nice to anyone
(And all the other thousands of
emotion and feeling shut-offs'

You have to love me, if you don't,
1'11 die
Love ~ neighbor
etc., etc., etc.

Affini~

The case of a stutterer. An interruption of communication. He is down in
apatbJr. He will surge into dub-in. A person's emotionl have been depresled
and they have carried communication along with them. A person has been told
to talk and told not to talk. Terrific interruption of speech 'Would pen up
units of "I." Whether it is a lock or a secondary engram would depend on the
force of the impact.
A boy gets along fine until he is six. One d~ papa's store burns down, putting
papa in a terrible mood. 'When the boy comes in and asks him a question, he
says, "Shut up. Get the hell out of here." Secondary engram.
"It's all in your imagination." - Reality" il denied a person. He hal told a
story, he knows it's true, and someboct' turns on him and makes him admit it'.
imagination. This is a reality" secondary engram. It will not come off wi th
tears.
A super secondary engram has all three parts of A-R-C broken. If you realize
a case is lupercharged, there i. a mechanical suppression that comes off by
breaking the locks, and secondary engrams. If you can't get them: off he has
circuitry. If he is stuck on track, this immediately tells you that you have
a supercharged case.

CHARGE - CIRCUITRY - VAlENCE

When you get mOlt ot the charge oft a case, it will run pianola. Pianola cases
are easy to handle. Run the engrams in valence with all perceptics. Get
secondary engrams. Keep the preclear trom bouncing. If he is in his own
valence in the prenatal area, he doesn't bounce. It he is in valence in the
prenatal area, he doesn't get grief there. You just have to think: like an
engram. You have to watch for odd action phrases like, "There's a long dark
road ahead." This does not translate to the analytical mind as a bouncer, but
would to the reactive mind.
But most cases have too much charge to run pianola. This material is to help
crack tough cases. Even if it's the "toughest case on record. ,I! just keep
slugging, and it will give. A case is always accessible somewhere on the chart.
Automatically consider every case a tough one.
False pianola case -- A case with dub in circuitry. It is very highly supercharged control cirouitry. This person will run on the track, go into this, or
go into that, and can go on for years and years. Evidently has very good recall.
Has visio and sonic. The only trouble is "I" isn't even there. Sixt,y per cent
ot the material he gives you is strictly dub-in. He runs baok to last night
and tells you all about the steak he ate.
He hun't eaten steak in two years.
Las t night he ate chile con carne.
This case can be spotted easily.
There is a quick test. Let's look over the person's abili t,y to execute. When
you give this person a job to do, does this person do the job? No, he has a lot
of reasons why he is very busy, he has a lot ~r things to do, but he seldom does
any of them. What is his sense of reali t,y? It is very low. He will talk with
enormous conviction about his sense of realit,y, but it is very low. He will
tell you about your conversation with him at the door -- but you didn't let him.
in. This is the super dub-in case. The main thing ~ith this case is the File
Clerk doesn't work. The File Clerk is replaced by a demon circuit. This case
has control circuitry, usually of the sympathetic kind. "Just control yourself,
dear, and everyone will love you."
The next thing you do wi th one of these cases, you find the dominant. Who said,
"Control yourself." You will find a lot of fights on the case. It is topheavy with circuitry. This case is like a mirage in the desert. Try to put
your hands on it, and the mirage disappears. This case doesn't go into the basic
area and take the foetal position. He has prenatal visio. You have to shoot the
circuitry out of this case. When you get off demon circuits, visio will go off,
sonic will go off. This case is super-saturated with emotion. You may trigger a
grief de.mon. This case will run touching engrams and cry for hours, and you
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won't be getting off an ounce of grief.
In a pianola case, the file clerk works with you. The somatic strip does what
you tell it to do. You can get secondary engrams, basic area engrams. But in
this case, you say, "The file clerk will give us the engram necessary to
resolve the case, the somatic strip will go there." Fellow will say, "I think
it's a two year old rlash." You have gone into your first contest with demon
circui ts. You are auditing a demon. An ordinary demon is pretty stupid. It
doesn't think very well. Usually they are discourteous or too courteous. By
the time you have run off the 5th airplane accident before he was 1 years old,
something is wrong. When the 23rd benefactor is killed by the 23rd streetcar,
you realize SOD18thing is wrong. This dear old la~ dies. You run this as a
grief charge. You get tears, then all of a sudden he runs into another incident -- Mrs. Snoglefort trying to reach him or rescue him from the flames. This
demon actually has taken control of the tear glands. This bank is super-charged.
The seriousness of the situation is measured by how far this person drifts away
from reality.
Let us consider the amount of charge on a case, in other words, how
secondary engrams and locks there are on the case.

~

Maximum charge

Minimum charge

It doesn't matter how much charge there is, whether it is maximum or minimum,
unless there is circuitry.

Let us now consider the amount of circuitry.

Maximum circuitry

Minimum circuitry

This is the measure of the case. If we combine the case that has maximum charge
and maximum circuitry, it's a killer. It has been deteriorated by charge which is
held in place by demon circuitry.
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We might s~. for &D¥ given case. that "I" plus reactive charge equals a constant, say 1200 units.

"I" -

The awareness of awareness
uni t moni tor

- 1000 unite

Reactive charge

200 lmite

Total

- 1200 units

When "I" loses 600 uni ta to the reactiT8 bank. "I" has only' 500 un! ts left. Add
the 500 lost units to the 200 units in the 'reactIVe bank. then you have 700
uni ta at reactive charge. Now he is insane. He will occasionally show "BiUie
momen ts. There is a dwindling spiral. Then i f he gets another jolt. that will
really lend hia off.
What happens when a case starts to pick up secondary engramst This case is only'
reltimulated 200 units worth. A big secondary engram goes into action. This
cue starts to acoumulate locks on the secondary engram. Then he i8 liable to
piok up more 8eoondary engrams. In the beginning it' 8 hard to steal • tuft awav
from "I," but when it starts to .piral. it becomes easier and easier. Your job
is to get 80me of this charge back up to "I." You have to knook out circuits,
so you can run the A-R-C engrams and locks, 10 you can 'charge up' "I" ins tead
of the reactive bank.
A case which has maxiDlUJll charge but not a great deal of oircuitry 11 easy. The
supercharge on the cue is so great on the reactive bank. that the case bleeds
quickly. This is your screamer. Emotion releases suddenly'. lie have measured
this in terms of maxi. . . and miniDlUJll charge. The difficul1:jy of the case does not
depend on Jll&%illlWl. or miniDlWll charge. The difficul1:jy of the oase dependa on
circuitry.
A oircuitry caae has stuff like "You have got to fight it down," "You have got to
keep yourself in hand." These circuit. are now absorbing ~ attention units.
Tr,y to pick up some ot this circuitry. A circuit could be oonsidered al a ~truc
ture vulnerable on one point. A circuit is impregnable except for one point.
The Achilles heel is the phrase which created it. Any attack on the circuit
whioh does not include the phrase that created it has a tendency to charge it up.
The m.axillLlJll oharge case isn't hard unless there are circuits.
real pianola cases in in8titution8.

You will tind some

You won't have any schizophrenic8 who don't have circuits. They are loaded.
A manic depre88ive would be 8omebody who is caught on the track in a manic
engram which has a depressor. It punches up his analyzer. "I'm so 8trong," "I'm
80 cheerful. but sometimes I get so depressed." The engram he is caught in can
get Tery high~ charged up if there are circuits and they are highly charged.
The paranoiac -- We knoW' the trouble with the paranoiac. An "Against me"
engram that's laid in very heavy. When it is there. and when 1 t gets charged up
and when it 18 laid in very heavy. you get a paranoiac. Has a lot of circuits.
Circuit. repres8 the charge. "You have to protect yourself: "I have got to
protec t you."
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Manic depressive: Sometimes he is a good salesman, but he'll be a better salesman when he gets rid of his engrams. One fellow felt he was a good salesman,
although checking with his compaqy disclosed a poor sales record. In working
his case it was found that Papa was trying to sell Mama the idea of getting rid
of him.
You get the case moving on the track. You go into a contest of picking up the
circui t and then the charge and then the circuit and then the charge, back and
forth, back and forth. If you can't get grief or fear run boredom. All you are
trying to do is to get units back to "I." Every time you knock out a lock you
get a unit back. If you can't get these units back, you are not rehabilitating
"I." If you are unable to blow charge and you know there is charge there, get
circuitry.
"You must take adequate care of yourselt," "You mustn't let aqrthing disturb that dear little thing inside of you," nOh, dear,
what shall I do if you ever leave me," ''You have got to take better
care of yourself."
Anything that seeks to oontrol, also seeks to nullify. The control circuits
nullity "I."
Circuitry -

The only things that oan be wrong with a case, the only reasons 1Ihy' you can't
get the engrams up are:

1- Stuck on the track
2- Charge in secondary engrams
3- Cirouits
You heighten the affini~-reali~-communication of the preclear. It takes a
little bit of imagination from the auditor. It calls tor an accumulated fund of
observation.
A supercharged circuitry case can run with a lot of volume. One case ..... heard
two or three ci1:¥ blocks away with windows closed, "You have got to oontrol
yourself" "I'm going mad, I don't know what I will do," at the top of his voioe.
Circui try represses charge. The charge gets in there and can't oome out. It's
dammed up by the circuitry. You find the Achilles heel: one of Papa's or llama's
dramatizations. You get the preclear to tell you. "What would you tell som.ebo~
if they are having a hard time of it and are u~set." He may give you the whole
content of the engram. There's the circuit.
Let's fbid the last tiE that you
calmed somebo~ down." !hat's the content of the circuit. You take this cirouit
and say he is to go to the first time it oocurred on the case. When all these
suppressors are off pret~ well, you knock out secondary engrams.
When you work a psychotic, you don't look for the circuits right off the bat
except in straight wire, because you haven't enough "I." Built up his "I." If
you have started to run an engram before you break enough affini1:¥-reali1:¥communication locks, he ~ just dramatize the whole thing, screaming, out of
valence.
if you can't get emotion, run pleasure moments. Give the case a lot of straight
wi re • Ge t lome of the uni ts out of the bank up to "I." There ian' t much "I"
there, and basic personali ~ is pret~ weary. Bad auditing can take some more
units ~ from "I," and create lome more locks. Restore attention units to "I."
The lo~ the key-ins from the secondary engrams stole the attention units. You
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haTe to work with those thing. that have these units if you want to get them
back.
First sign of a psychotio -- Person will begin to disassociate. Don't run
engrams. Would you throw a two-year old ohild into a bank of A.A.' s1 Work
with the things which stole the attention units off of "I." By running them.
you return units to "I." Use straight wire, run off in reverie a few light locks,
get some fear off and a little emotion. Sometimes you can weaken the circuits
enough with straight wire so that you can run secondary engrams. This is the
w~ to take a preclear from psyohotio to neurotic in a short time.
Some cases haTe to haTe birth run out. Birth is just another engram. The file
clerk gives you birth. If a person is stuck in birth. you have got to handle
birth. That's all there is to that.
Valence
One of the major bars to getting off secondary engrams is Talenoes. The preclear has a low sense of realit,y, when he isn't" in Talence. He isn't himself.
You are not going to get ~thing reduced in this case until you do something
about valence. The valence proposition is a very specialized action. Usually
those things go down in the prenatal bank. There are Talence shifters that are
a definite ~e of command. These valence shifters are on a kind of spectrum.
There's the one which shifts him into one other person's Talence. Then there's
one that shifts the person into all the valences of his .tami • Then there's the
Talence shifter that shifts a person into everybogr else general). The one that
shifts a person into nobogr's Talence - out of valence, out of the blue (synthetic). A ~thetic valence ~ go into the Talence character of a stor,y, an
air sprite, anything. Another one is one which shifts a person into animals or
insects. A specialized shifter - Monkeys - "Make a monkey out of
In France
they haTe one that makes people into cabbages. There's one that shifts one into
inanimate objects: The psychotic who was a bed post. Circuit was, "As deaf as
a post."

me."

Some circuitry puts the person off the time track.
off your trolley,""You are ~ orf the track."

There is circuitry. "You are

See if you can't coax him into himself if' he is in the basic area in the coffin
position. He should be curled up like a ball until he is released, at which
time the engram has no power to oODlll1&lld his motor responses. Telling him to go
into his own valence in the basic area ver,y often does not produce results. You
could say, "Let's see if you can feel some tactile there," "Moisture," "Sonic on
some strange sounds." The fellow will be inside of himself to see if he can.
A person running engrams will suddenly go out of valence. At such a moment, you
can even expect that sonic will turn off, and the somatic change. A green auditor will believe he'S necessarily bounced. You should work more caretullY with
the file clerk. "What's happened?" "Bouncer?" "Holder?" "Valence shifter?" (Yes)
"When I count from 1 to 6 a valence shifter will flash into your mind." Run this
a couple of times, the fellow will go back into his own valence.
Action phrases - Most dangerous - Grouper. "It all happens at once." "It'.
clOSing in on me." Same somatic all the way through. Case can be sitting on a
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grouper. "Everything ~IlPPElPt. "t 00.01," "It's all coming in here." "They are
closing in on ~." "EV8ty~lq& 1, against me." "There is no time." "I have no
time for you." "I have n'o ti1ll8 for anything." (This leaTes all the time out of
the track. and le.ve. everything else ,rouped.) Bouncer - backs us up to
present time. Holder - keeps hia troll going anyplace. Call-back - calls him
back. Misdirector - sends him in opposite direction. Quite common in birth.
"1' ve got to turn him around and bring hill out the other way." A perfec t misdirector and confuser. "! don't know whether I'm coming or going."
You get the bouncer oft so he can get back into the engram. Start out as early
as you can get. always remembering there may be earlier material. You have him
start through the engram. You listen to the phrase and note whether it's an
action phr ••• and you translate it into engramese. Find out what action it's
going to take. Have him repeat it several times right there and take the kick
out of it. If he is heavy with control circuitry. he 'lIJIlY' not want to do it.
All the action phrases are now active. and you deintensify every acticn phrase
as you hear it. That's the way you reduce an engram. A person says. "I don't
like you e:tJ¥ more." lAtt him run that one once. "Get out," oomes next. Go
over that again and again and again.
If the auditor has let aomeboq, bounoe. the ~ to unsnarl the case is to run
out the auditing. You aend him back to the time he was audited and he will wind
up in the engram.

The things we are moat interested in are the valence shifter and circuitry.
There is a distinot difference between a valence shifter and circuits. Man
learns mainly by mimicry. Learning and mimicry are practically synonymous.
Mimiory also include. the abili~ t~ shift into other people's valences selectively. This Bhould be done very easily without disturbing people's personalities. But an engram demands that it be fixed or barred. It has _de an
irrational Beleotion. The second an engram starts to use this mechanism of
mimicry. you getlOiDe interesting manifestatione. Little girl in dog's valence
will scratch on door instead of ringing bell. 20 years later: "Please give it
to me." cocking her head on one side. She isn't imitating the dog; she is the
dog.
-The fellow who has shifted into Grandpa' a valence. "You are just like your
Grandfather." This has fixed him in Grandpa's valence. Grandpa has the habit
of wearing a hat in the house and eating with his knife. Grandpa had lumbago.
He will pick up the whole valence, lumbago and all. In order to be Grandpa he
will do .ill the things Grandpa doe B •

.

The general valence -- "You are just like e~ryboqy else." A person has a har~
time with that one. It reduces him to a state of madiocri ty. The analyzer is
absolutely sure that this command is survival itself.
Kost people suffering chronic soma tics are suffering trom valence shifter' somatics. A person does not demonstrate pain unless he hims~!~ had aome pain to
substi tute for it. If Grandpa had a broken arm. he picks up a somatic when he
fell off a bicycle and dubs it in so he has the same somatic as Grandpa. The
second you get this person out of this valence. these chronic somatics turn off.
Sometimes a person is held in an engram in which he got a valenoe shifter. He
will move up and down the time track as Papa-or family. if the valence shifter
was. "You are just like the rest of your family." You can spot easily whose
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valence he is in.
Who is dead?

What were the illnesses of the people that surroul1ded him.

Case of man with dermatitis on his hands. Mama died of skin cancer ..hen he was
five years old. He was shifted into Mama's Talence. Mama's death charged up
the valence. The auditor tried to go back and find an engram in which his handa
..ere injured. He ran out a time ..hen he hurt his hands. His dermatitis went
away i'or a dq or two. All of a sudden it was back again. Another incident was
run out, (this one his hands getting injured at a bonfire). Agai nit diminished
for a tew dqs and then came back. The reactive mind had to provide a hand
somatic trom somewhere to go with the Talence he was in:-Sometimes you will take a person down to the bottom ot the track, who has been
shitting into Mama's Talence, and he is earlier than the Talence shitter, so he
will be in his own valence.
!his is the best way to resolTe Talence shitters. Take the charge oft the loss
Mama died. This Talence has been confirmed by the death. The
charge on Mama's death has locked him in her Talence. Run Kama' a death. If you
can't do this, knock out so_ circuitry, in or out ot valenoe. Then get back and
knook out the death. Then he is in his own Talence, and you can take him back
down the track and reduce incidents.

ot the ally.

There can be all kinds of Talence shitters in the case which are not necessari~
active. It is necessar,y to get off secondar,y engrams to get a person into his
own valence. It's not a problem ot picking up the Talence shitter, but ot
getting the oharge ott the oase. Running a case out ot Talence will cause
strange th1Dgs to happen. You can run an engram in the basic area with a
somatic in the lett eye. There is no left eye in the basic area, on~ a tew
cells.
It he is in the valenoe of llama, and Papa says, "Get out of here and leave," he
wi 11 bounce. The auditor may run this out of Talence, and JIJIly get some yawns
oft. A tew weks later, the auditor wanders back there, and the engram will still
be there. Auditor will sq, "Every time I erase this engram it doesn't stay
erased." Aotual~ he deintensitied it a little b,y running it out of valenoe.
When you are running an engram out of valenoe, getting the basio on a chain to
waken circuitry, you are not getting a reduotion, but you are taking some tension
oft the case. Remember, you are running this kind ot engram to get ci~cui tr,y, so
you can get charge ott the case. You have to get some of the circuitry ott, so
you can get some ot the secondar,y engrams.
The valence shifter that says, "He can never be himself." We start to get the
valence bouncer. He has bounced out ot his own valence. !bere can be a Talence
Shifter that says, "What can't you be like little Rudy down the street." "You
are a toughie." This keeps him from being good like Rudy.
Case of a preclear locked in Mama's valence. There is the time that Mama is
rejected b,y the grooer. The grocer says, ":You can't have any more credit." The
child is with 11.&111& when this is being said. The child is Kama, so the child
gets this embarrassment. If you have to, you can pick up all the serious things
that haTe happened just to this valence. The job is slower this wq than it is
if you can run Mama's death, but little by little charge comes oft the valence.
It you have spotted that he is in Father'S valence.

"Let's go back to the time
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your Father lost his business." You get some charge off the case.
may not be suppressed even though the preclear's are.

Papa's tears

The hardest valence to reach is the synthetic. The preclear starts to run a
scene. He is plastered on the ceiling. You just have to pick up charge wherever you can.
There is the fellow who doesn't like himself. He has
valence where there is negation against the valence.
"You are just like your Father." ~at am I going to
like Papa. He doesn't like himself. ThiB is a break

been shifted into a
He doesn't like his father.
do with you." He doesn't
on the first qynamic.

People have been found with as naa.ny as forty valences.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A circuit is a command in an engram which has gained charge through secondary
engrams. and has taken a~ a part of the analyzer. and is using it for its own
purposes. A demon circuit or control circuit i8 only as serious as it haa been
charged up by secondary engrams and locks. The only ~ a seconda;l engram can
occur is through the existence ot a p~sical pain engram which has keyed in.
The danger to the case from circuits and valences is when they have been
charged up by secondary engrams and locks.

CIRCUIts - S'l'RAIGH! MOOR!' - LOCKS

Demon circuit. A demon circuit 18 that mental mechanis. set up by an engram
cODIIIIADd. which. becoming res timula ted and supercharged wi th seoondary engraJD8.
talces over a portion of the malyzer and acts as an individual being.
Any c01!lllland containing "you," and seeking to dominate or nullity the indiYidu-

al's judgment is potentially a demon circuit. It doesn't become a real li?8
demon circuit until it becomes keyed-in and pioks up seoondar,r engrams and locks.
There are thousands of circuits potentially. This doesn't mean that all of
these will become charged. A demon circuit will usually have a whole chain ot
engrams. all restimulated. In order to get rid of a demon circuit. one has to
reach the phrase or phrases that created it, and reduce that phrase or phrases
in the basic on the chain. Take the tension off this engram, and the whole
chain will have a tendenC,1 to collapse.
Chances of getting the basio on a chain are reduced by the faot that the
individual has received ~ secondary engrams on this; therefore there is a
charge there. This charge fights against the "I" and the individual.
Demon circuit s8¥"s, "You have got to protect yourselt." Enormous amount ot
oharge. "I" is pretv well reduced. The preclear's sense. of reality is ?8ry
poor. His abilit,y to communicate is ver,y poor. His aftiniv is ver,r poor.
Every time the auditor goes into the case, first he is faced with the charge
which pushes him aw~ from his realities. The auditor is repulsed, as "I" is
repulsed ewr,r time he tries to approach this circuit. It s~s, "You ha?8 got
to proteot yourself." "You haw got to help yourself." "I am going to tell you
how to do this~" The auditor runs into this circuit, he isn't going to be able
to get at the core of it. The whole trick is tr,ring to find out the computation. What are the phrases which oan be reac.hed at the bottom. of the oircui t?
Once he gets these phrases. he will be able to get some tension otf the
circuit, even if it is two or three engrams from the bottom of the chain. The
next time the auditor tries to go into the case, this charge isn't proteoting
itself as much. and the charge will come oft.
The second you recognize that this person can't contact realiv, and has difficul V oommunioating. you know "I" has been robbed by" a circuit. You start
robbing the circuit. You start to rehabilitate "I" by straight memor,r. As you
go further, you get recalls on who used to say what.
Slam into the circuitry chain with repeater technique, walk it right down to
the bottom, even if you have to run ita few times each tillll8 on the way down.
You deiutensify it even out of valence. Now you can go and get a little charge
oft this case. There is one central computation that you have to reach first.
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What's wrong with this person. You have to punch around there awhile, until
you discover the dramatizations of the persons who surrounded this person's
prenatal life and childhood. You get some recall on thiS, and you will get
data to spot circuits. What part of this dramatization most closely approximates the behaviour of the preclear?
Just as there are supercharged circuits, so are there charged valence cases.
This gives you another point to work on.
A valence is a oommanded mimicry of another person or thing or imagined enti icY.
These commands would be in engrams, of oourse.
The valence is not oon tained in a circui t. The valence and the circui t are two
different things. The valence is a whole person, a whole thing, or a large
number of persons or things. It doesn't s~ in any circuit that the preclear
has to smoke cigars, but it grandfather smokes cigars, so will the preclear if
he is in grandfather's valence. It is possible to have a valence problem
wi thout 81J¥ valence state::aent; the charge on the death of an ally will be enough.
The circuit robs "I" of attention units. The valence transplants
"I" and puts him somewhere else. "I" now becomes Grandpa. There
lence shitter; "You are like anybody' you talk: to. " "You can't be
bounces him out ot his and everybo~'s valence. This is not good

"I." It takes
can be a vaanybo~,"

for

reali~.

First and foremost are the circuits. The circuits are the most important.
There are more of them than there are valences. It you can't get the circuits
off, get a valence charge and move him into his own valence.
One psychotic girl was in the valence of a collie dog. The auditor had to get
the charge off the death and several other incidents with this collie. This was
very difficult until he discovered that the collie had been sick for some time.
T.he auditor unburdened thil oollie dog valence enough to get "I" Ihifted over.
This girl would run barking and yapping. She was a real screamer, beins
stuck alae in birth when Mama screamed. The dog had been run over, and she was
dramatizing the dog ""'ing and then the woman giving birth.
Beine; afraid for a valence. Being afraid that something would happen to Grandpa,
being apathetic about something happening to him. You don't have to go after
death, if the preclear can't get it easily. There is fear for the valence, tear
for Grandpa. Therefore this valence has to be unburdened. Fear, apatqy, sorrow,
grief on this valence. See if you oan blow the griet charge. Every valence
seema to have a tone scale and a time track of its own. You Q.8D use these almas t
as if you were processing the valence, if you have to, to get charge off the
valence, so that the preclear can get back into his own valence.
Knook out enough lockl, open up memory to get "I" rehabilitated to a point that
will allow him to run the devil out of the circuits. Sometimes you give 20-3040 hours of straight wire. You are actually saving time. The test of whether
you are getting someplaoe -- is this person's memory opening up? AI the memory
opens, more and more data start coming to ligh1o. Sometimes the only thing one
can do is to unburden the case with straight wire.
One fellow was stuck in a measles engram and would develop the fever as soon al
you started to touch it. You could put more attention units there than there
were there formerly, and he would have the fever. By sending the somatic strip
to the time when he got well, or by sending him earlier, the fever would turn off.
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This measles engram was five or six engrams up the chain of illnesses, so it
wouldn't reduce, and this person was born with a ver,y serious skin disorder.
The basic on that measles had a holder "Keep still," "Don't say anything,"
so you did not get flash answers. The file clerk didn't work. Ran a lot of
pleasure moments, but age flashes showed he was still stuck. Tried running him
very early and bringing him up the track by skipping the engram.
The right way to work a case like this is to restore some attention units to
"I," not to work the engram in which he is stuck. Being stuck on the track is
a sympton of robbed "I." "I" is not necessarily held in an engram because the
engram has ho14ers. but because "I" is ~.
Of course. deintensit,ying the holders and call-backs in which a person is stuck
is still standard technique. We are talking about a rough deal where the file
clerk won't give you these things. the person is blanked out on it. You can, by
being too insistent and dreaming up holders for this. person to repeat, get him
into four or £ive other engrams.
The theory of attention units is that "I" might be considered to have potentially or genetically, say, 1000 units. Every key-in and lock and secondary'
engram on this case has robbed "I." The system of working the case is to restore attention units to "I." The engrams have to have key-ins, locks, and
secondary engrams in order to be charged up.
You go down the bank: and run an engram. This engram has never been hit before.
You get a pret-tor live one. You have artiricaUy keyed in this engram which is
now active. You can 18¥ this in its grave by running pleasure. In present time,
let this person remember the process and blow the lock. An auditor does not
have to restiJIIUlate an engram.
Look at the case in the mechanical terms of valence or a series of valences and
in terms of circuits. This "I" 1s being told things continually by circuits or
being guarded by other circuits, and he is being shifted around into other
valences. Your case is easy to resolve on the ratio of the fewness of circuits
and valences. When you go into a oase, pay ver,y close attention to the sense
of realit,y, the person's abilit,y to communicate, his abilit,y to develop affini~.
Estimate the realit,y of the individual by his ability to accept the engrams •

.

You estimate the sense of reali -tor, ability to communicate. You estimate the
valences, circuitry. If A-R-C is poor, you know iJJDDediately there is lots of
charge on the valences and circuitry. As the valence charges up, a person is
more and more fixed in it.
"Your Mother was a good woman. ~ could never be .!!!5.! your mother. She worked
hard raising a family." Daughter becomes a juvenile delinquent, because she
can't be like the one model she had 01' a good person. Discharge mama's valence
and she will now be able to be a good woman, because the valence out of which
she shifted is now accessible for her to imitate analytically. Every valence
can have its own time track, and the sorrows of every vale~ce can be discharged.

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Straight

Memo~

Technique

Codification of the material and a method of using it: The first thing you
would be interested in, in terms of thiB, is the triangle of affinity, realiiu,
and communication. The auditor uses this in this fashion. In straight
memory, he starts in with anything that would break down affinity, reality,
and communication, going from one to the other. around the triangle (See chart).
There is over or under communication. There are breaks in affinity or enforced
affinity,~pulsion or inhibition. The auditor keeps the memor,y of the preclear playing on new subjects and new people. '~o used to tell you you had to
talk?" This would affect communication. "It's my father. he used to tell me to
speak up." Explore further a speak up dramatization.
You Swing over to affinity. "Vlho used to tell you that they hated you." If his
older sister said it. you can be pretty sure it's strung down the bank. By the
time there are more children. Mama has a lot more keyed in engrams. The third
ohild will have everything the second child had, plus. We accumulate notes on
this as potential circuits. "I can't hear you." "You have got to speak up."
This is a communication break. We go from one to the other, and we look at all
the things which compel too much reality. compulsive reality. and all the things
that deny' reality. Enforced comnnmication -- "You have got to say it." !lyou
know it's ver,y plain." "You've got to look at it." "You've got to feel it."
"You've got to smell it." "You've got to talk." "You've got to write." (See
page S2)
We select members of the family we know. There are four members of the family.
llama. Papa, and two brothers. We know probably there were grandpa, relatives.
and nurses, as we have written down. a list of the dramatio personnel. You han
to go through all this personne 1 with the above sys tem.
WWhen did your elder brother say that you had to like him?" You suggest this to
the preclear. He objects and s~s, "He didn't say things like that." "He said,
'Nobody likes me'." "He oommitted suicide when he was 18." Somebo~ in that
family had a suicide engram.
Don't superconoentrate on anyone subject too long. Memor,y oan be darted towards
a subject, but if there is a continual pressure, it will be blunted. You make
him remember it quickly. You change the subject and direct the memory stream
here and there. If you have failed to get the incident you can come back to it
later. "What else did your brother say about liking people?" "Well, nobo~
liked him. He used to say, 'Ever,ybody is agains t me' ." "Did your brother say
this just before he committed suicide?" "I don't remember that." "Let's take
your younger brother, would he have any trouble making people understand him?"
"He used to lie on the floor in a tantrum and cry, 'Nobody understands me' ."
~at did your brother say just before he committed suicide?" "He was prett"
blue, his girl had just left him." We have a dramatization in the chain about
girl leaving, and his threatening to commit suicide. We know that father and
mother used to fight, but this is all occluded. He s~s father and mother got
along wonderful~.
If parents die early, the late life dramatizations don't compare to the prenatab. You are not going to pick up the clues on the prenatal bank. In the
case of a child being abandoned right after birth, the child probably was unwanted during the prenatal period, and you can expect AA's. There were probab~
all sorts of things that made him unhappy, people broke affinity with him,
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people who had c01lllllWlioated with him too JlUch, and people who hadn't cOlllJllWlioated
with him enough, Get him to remember all the people in the vicinity, Mama, or
foster Mother. Let's find out, on the enforced basis, when did she insist upon
love. When was she very sad? When was she afraid? "You have got to watch out."
AnxieV engrams. "You have got to believe your elders." It enforces on an
individual irrational agreement, destroying his realiV.
We vary this questioning enough so preclear doesn't see the mechanioal part.
After inventorying him, let's take up his teachers - playmates - chauffeur.
Possibility of this case is that fami~ had gone broke when child was two years
old, and the al~ on case might be the chauffeur.
"Denied," on all the people in the case. Denied tears, denied shame, denied
fear, denied love. "Reality" on this personnel. "It isn't -erue." "You don't
understand." "You don't know the facts." Disagreement - Who used to disagree?
Communioation -"You can't hear anything." "You don't know." "You oan't feel anything." "It's all your imagination."
You w11l find somebody in fam1~ who had trouble with identiV. Whose valences
ware enforced or denied? "Did ~bo~ try to make you a better boy?" *Who did
they set up as a model for you?" "That was Herman down the block." Mama used
to tell him this all the time. Mama had identity trouble. She had. a dramatization herself. She was trying to change the people around her. Who did she want
Papa to be like? Who did she want Grandpa to be like? This will stiDilllate
enough to bring out valence shifters and dramatizations. "You have got to be
like other people."
~o used to talk about not liking yourself? Who used to say that you were
nobody?" - Valence shifter nullification. "Who used to tell you you shouldn't
listen to your own advioe?" These are all inhibiting on the 1st Qynamic.

Seoond dynamic has two divisions -- lat. - Sex as an act. 2nd. - Children and
the family, the future. You are interested in the sex aberrations of the people
around him. You are not so fascinated by the preclear's own aberrations, his
own dramatizations. He got them from someone else. If all else fails, on~
then are you interested in "what does ~ do."
"How do you feel about children?" "Should children be seen and not heard?"
You are unburdening the case. You are taking off charge, are trying to unlock
all occlusions,
"How do you feel about people?" "How do {OU feel about the Elk' s Club?" "Do
you think governments are good to people?
"Who in your fami~ thought governments are bad?" The group is terrifical~ important. Some governments have
broken affinity with their own people.
Certain religions lie across the 4th dynamic. "Man is evil, therefore we have
to make him good." "Men are no good." "Men are all evil." "Men are all alike."
We have to start checking up on A-R-C enforcements. "You've got to agree with
people." "You should pay attention to people." These will form locks.
You can break locks with straight wire. You can run locks out by reverie just
as though they are engrams. A secondary engram is a highly charged ~ which
must be reduced as an engram. The degree of the intensity of charge and the

amount ot pain in the pl\Ysical pain engram on which this engram is si tUng
determdne the intensi~ ot the lock.
There is a spectrum ot charge on locks:
Light 10ckB
From the middle ot the spectrum on up, it
_ _ _ _ _ _ iB not necessary to run locks in reTerie.
but trom that point down they haTe to be
run as engrams.
Supercharged secondary engrams
Loss ot an al~ or close triend would be at the bottom ot the scale; a brOken
appointment would be at the top.
It you could knock out all theBe secondar,y engrams. you would have a release
automaticalq.
You use the tactors on the straight wire chart (plus &rr.I others that appq to
the case) to gi'9'8 you all the questions you have to ask the preclear. You use
these questions to break enough locks to build his "I" up to the point where
he can run secondary engrams and reduce them -- or to the point where you can
go atter circuitr,y it the secondaries won't reduce.
A tinal analysis. You are trying to return all these attention units that han
been lost to "I. ft To get a person up to a point where nothing can happen, it
is necessary to run pl\Ysical pain engrams. They are the caUBe, but there JU¥
be 2000 locks attached to a pl\Yaical pain engram. These locks will start to
disappear. When tinally you take the pl\Yaical paiD out trom underneath. they
have nothing on which to 11 T8. SOlll8tilll8s the d8epes t charges will .... i t until
last, such as Kama's death.
You can expect such occluded material as deaths to hang on. One d8¥ the file
clerk will hand out SOD18thing, and the next thing ;you will be into this engram
that produced it. You cause thia to happen b;y unburdening the case. '!'he tile
clerk ia the aatev val,.. lIe knOWB how IIlch this case can take. He is not
likely to hand up what it can't take. Audi ting skill is required. '!'he caae is
the hardest at the beginning and iJIIIDBdiately atter the beginning. It Bottens
up as it goes along.

QUESTIOlfS AllD ANSWERS

Is an ally computation, or sympath¥ engram absolutely necessary to produce
a chrODic somatic or ps,ychosomatic illness?
A: No, but the preponderance do tall in that category. '!'hese require a lot
ot time - because the sympa~ computation is usually the last to come up and
may only be picked up after 200 hours ot processing.
Q,

In using straight memory to break locks 8Dd tind circuits. is ODe liable
to restimulate the preclear.
A: You do not restimulate a case by using straight wire. Everything that a
person remembers is detiDi tely deintensitied by the act ot remembering. FitV'
per cent ot the available attention units ot "I" are sent back in the act ot
returning, but only two per cent in the aot ot remembering. You run pleasure
m_nta 8Dd you use straight wire to help him stabilize in present time, also
to get him back into the remembering habit. it he is returning too much. 1IaJce
sure you are using straight _mory 8Dd not using the tile clerk tor a fluh
answr. Some people will use the tile clerk tor flash replies in.tead ot
memory. The tile clerk is not the normal system ot remembering. Beav oircuitry cases will go down and look instead of remembering. Straight wire
requires remembering.
Q:

Q: Can prooessing on a WOID8ll in late months of pregnancy be harmful to the
child.
AI If the mother is BO furiously morning Bick or so thoroughly aberrated on
the lecond dynamic that she is miserable it is better to process. But it mother
oan starve through this pregnancy. cheered up by straight wire and brought
through to the end, the processing should be done atterwards. A griet. tear,
or terror charge will transplant through the words and oonvulsions ot the
abdominal DIlscles and this will be hard on the bab7. You DIlSt aak: is the
child in more danger fram mama or trom prooessing?

Assuming the preolear has sufficient "I" in present time. m8¥ he enter
incidents in late life without an auditor? Do self-auditing?
A: AnTone who audits hillselt has so DIlch control oircuitry he isn't actually
auditing himself. There is never sufficient "I" to run an engram out, without
an auditor. His analytical mil1d experiences anaten when he geta into an
engram; with no auditor there to talce over he only bounces and restimulates
other engr.... A person can be taught to do straight.!!!.!. on htuelt; the
principle here is to refrain completely fram repeater teohnique.
QI

Can you get a satistaotory reduction on a circuitry case it the person
doesn't get somatics?
A: This person has a pain and teeling shllt-off 8Dd is ou~ of valence, the whole
case being so heavily oharged with seoondary engrams 8Dd looks. You lfOuldn't
Q:
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be in the prenatal area with such a case.

You 'WOuld be using straight wire.

Q.

Please discuss how to approach chronic somatics.
Never under ~ circumstances go after specific il18 or aberrations; work
standard procedure. The file clerk will give them to you when they are reaqy.
By working straight wire enough tension will come off the case so that often
the ~hronic somatiQs will begin to fold up even though you haven't touched the
engram that caused them.
AI

QI If a grief charge is continued in a day or two will it be lost?
A: If you get the preclear into a grief charge you ought to be shot if you
don't run it all out. If you get a terror charge run it out -- It would be
very difficult to get him. in it again. It is very hard on the preclear to bring
him up to present time. The great cri~s in processing are invalidating data,
and failing to run every engram presented. This includes secondary engrams.

Is it ab80lutely necessary for grief engram to rest on a pq8ical pain
engram?
A: It just happens to do so. There is an area of turbulence between thought
and matter. That area of turbulence has to be addressed again by' thought before
it means ~thing. The secondary engram takes place ~ when the analytical
mind is influenced by' this turmoil and turbulence. A person goes all through
the tane scale, reacts, and recovers. If a persons own child dies, even a clear
would i'eel grief, but it wouldn't fix him up so he 'Would have a bum leg for the
rest of his life.
Q:

Q: When should we run late life accidents, or late life phJaical pain engrams?
A: Avoid them like the plague unless the file clerk hands one up. If file
clerk hands one up, the person is stuck in it. Run it and reduce it. If it
doesn't reduce go to the basic on its chain.

THE DYlWIICS - REMARKS ABOUT GROUPS

A. ~namic is a Burge of energy within us whioh i8 leeking to promote the survival

of something.

There are seven

~ics.

Firs t Dynamio

Self

Seoond Dynamic

Sex and famiq

Third Dynamic

Group

Fourth Dynamio

Jlankind

Fifth Dynamio

Life -- Life has a great deal more afflni~ for living objects
than it has for MEST, inanimate objeots.

Sixth Dynamic

Theta. -- The existenoe of a bo~ of thought energy.

Seventh nynamto

.ST, the llaterial Uniftrae -- One gets out and looks at the
stars. This is MEST. The wind, the rain, the snow, the
blue skies, all of these things are MEST. There ·was dew
on the rosebush, when one was a child, the world looked
good, t..~ sun was bright and warm, there was a dei'ini te
reaohing out, an affinity. All of a sudden this Dynamic
beoomes blunted, and MEST becomes le88 and less one' B
friend. Finalq a man gets up in the morning, oomes out
of his house, and dew on the rosebushes is just something
that gets his shirt wet.

We find
an example of a great sixth Dynamic drift in the
Crusades.

To ~ problem that exists there is an optimum solution: the solution which bring8
the greatest benefit to the greatest number of qynam1cs. The ini'initely pertect
solution would be one which brought about infinite survival on all ~cs. In
our tini te world we find it necessary to suppress some ~amics in order to advance
others, as we make decisions about every day matters. But any' oontinued suppression of a ~amio (partioularly one of the first three) soon brings about disastrous results.
THE THIRD DYNAMIC

The group can be treated from several slants:
is the DUstio.

one is the evolutionary, another
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In eTOlutionary terms .atl has developed and evolved through various stages
through natural selection, and in this development changes have been regulated
by survival. Be evolved several methods of getting along. The group is one
method - man as a hunting pack. JIan achieved better results in the group or
paok. Up to a oertain point man's survival 1& interdependent within the group.
If the laws of tooth and olaw or self-preservation were basic laws, there
would be no one on earth at this tiDIIB. Kant's theory was that the group oonsisted of individuals working for selt-preservation~. But the more analytical the be~, the more oooperative is the group.
lIan's Golden Age is at the point where self, group and the future all have
relatively equal stress. Then, when too JIlUoh foroe or war, etc. creep in,
one or more of' the ~D&IIiC8 beoomes blunted by that foroe and there is a descending spiral.
The killing of religious mart,yrs by the Roman nation laid in engrams. Christianity evolved within the Roman Empire. The Christians attacked the Roman
Empire and the Roman Empire attacked the Christians and there were engrams set
up in each group.
The early Christian ohuroh revolted against the Roman Empire negating bathing,
negating athletios, denying the Roman type of goftrnment and denying the body.
Christianity overthrew the group of the Roman Empire but failed to set up
another group. !hus followed the Dark Ages. It was a long time before the
churoh deoided that it JIlUst be a group, and a good group, the Catholic Churoh.
Then Europe oame out of the Dark Ages with this developDIIBnt ot a group with
strong tenets.
A group goes along tine so long as it is operating on the first, seoond and
third ~os. When one of these ~08 is knooked out, then the group
starts its decq. JIan has sucoeeded in direct proportion to the rationale and
rationaliv of what the group was doing.
The individual lays, "What am I going to get out of this group? Wha t does this
group DllBan to _ as an individual'" And the group 8hould sq, "What do we get
out of you for the group?" These things are interactive. The group Est
enhance the survival of the firs t and seoond dyDAmics. The forecas t ot its
survival oan be made in these terlllS. Every dynamic will survive so long as it
enhanoes the survival of all the other dynamics.
In one of the South Paoifio societies, infantioide became a ruling passion.
There was a limited food supply and they wanted to keep down their birth ·rate.
They began using abortion, and if this didn't work, they killed the ohildren.
Their second dynamic folded up. This society has almost disappeared.
In the past few decades the worth of the individual has come to be disoounted.
The first dynamio is blunted. In the oollective state the idea is that all
are oreated equal. This eliminates the individual. Underestimating the value
of the individual in the group will oause DI&IlY strange things. Stalin sql
there is only one individual in his system, and the rest are all the eolleoti...
state. The oollective staw says the individual is not important - not good
for survival. But the colleotive state is oarried on the backs ot a few men.
They depend heavily on their leaders, who are individuals.
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The group exists as a collective group itself and is not just a collection of
tirst ~cs or individuals. But also, there must be adequate balance between the worth of' the individual in the system, the value of sex and f'amily
in the system and the value at the group as a whole.
There must be certain f'actor8 in the group. The group will fall apart if' it
cannot de-.nd of' the people within it contribution8 to its lif'e, and the individuals in the group have the right to be able to contribute to that group.
A boq ot ideas will remain alive so long as it is oontributed to. Dianetio8,
tor example, i8 a plan of' thinking and a way at looking at thing8, a way of'
arranging new answers whioh are just as good as they are workable. But it
lIUst be advancing along the line of' a relatively solid idea - a growing idea.
It i8 a scienoe of thought, not a scienoe of' removing aberrationa.
A group is thought and its boct" ia comp08ed of' perpetuated ideas and ethics
and understanding at ita own goals. 1he heartbea~s of' the group are the small
ideas, the interpl.,- of' thought within the group.
The individual aberree's state is only a minor inf'luence on the group.
group's intluence on the individual is tremendous.

The

GROUP DIANE TICS

L. Ron Hubbard

The question has been repeated~ asked as to how a group gets its engrams and
what is the prooess of clearing the group of engrams.
No amount of rules or directives can create a group. A group consists of perpetuating and perpetuated ideas formulated into a central mores and ethic, in
other words, a culture. This culture has an identi~ of its own. It could be
compared in its highest essence to a segment of pure Theta. It becomes moditied
by the MEST which it has under attack whenever a turbulent area comes into
being as a result of an unreasoning attack by the group upon the WEST which it
is seeking to control. The group is as effective as the reasonableness of its
ideas and the height of its ethic, plus its qynamic in attacking and controling MEST.
The maintenance of rationale in the bod¥ of group ideas is paramount in importance and the group becomes aberrated and neecL:'ul of clearing each time the
rationale of the boq, of ideas is penetrated or deranged by an irrationali~.
The problem here is the problem of the introduction of arbitraries. Eaoh time
an arbitrary rule is entered into the group ideas and rationale, the group
tone deteriorates. The group tone depends upon the agreement (reali~) amongst
the members of the group on the ideas and ideals and rationale of the group,
upon the intercommunication of the members of the group one with another, and
upon an understanding by the members of' the group of the rationale and problems
of the group. An emergency situation as faced by the group may ocoasional~
make it impossible for some member of the group to oommunicate all the reasons
of his actions to the rest of the group. At such moments the group is oalled
upon to supplant communication and understanding with immediate oomplianoe.
The group does this instinctive~ on~ when it has faith in and belief in the
rationale and ideals of the" member who demands instantaneous action. As
soon as instantaneous action has ceased, however, all such rules and orderl
should be clarified and explained and discussed by the entire group for ita
understanding and its further communication.

Here then is the cycie of a group reoeiving an engram: The group ideals and
rationale in handling or attacking MEST reoeive a shook from the MEST whioh
it is attaoking, making an emergenoy situation exist. There il a turbulent
area oreated between the ideals and rationale of the group and the YEST. The
emergency status of the situation has to do with compressed time - something
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obviously is happening BO swiftly that a full use of communication is not
possible, and communication must be supplanted by arbitrar,y rules or commands. As soon as the emergenoy is over, it oan be observed that an engram
has been implanted into the group. The olearing of this engram oonsists of
an examination by the whole group of the arbitraries, whioh is to s~ the
orders and oommands which were issued without explanation, and demanded
instantaneous action on the part of other members of the group. The person
or persons issuing these orders should demonstrate how the situation existed
and the ~ and wherefor of the orders. In this w~ an engram is cleared
out of the group. Rational disoussion of the situation and complete oommunication of the situation restores the ideals and ethics of the group.
It can be seen, then, that there are two types of group action. One is the
action on delberation which is taken upon the advice and with the understanding
of the majority of the members of the group. This agreement upon action safeguards the group from precipitous or impulsive action on anyone particular
target. Furtheraore, it fixes the responsibili~ for the action where it
belongs - on the group itself. The other type of action in which the group
engages is only engaged upon during moments of emergency. The group normally
prepares itself (and this applies to any group) for these moments of emergency
by carefully selecting from amongst ita membership persons on whose judgment
and intelligence and ability to exeoute it can depend. It is selecting persons
into whose hands ~ be placed the entire rationale, ideals and ethics of the
group during luoh a moment of emergenoy. The second kind, then, of action a
group can take is the action commanded by an individual selected to give such
commands during moments of emergency. Both types of aotion are necessary to
the operation of the group as a group.
These tenets which are delineated here actually constitute a discovery about
groups comparable to the discovery of engrams in individuals. Each time inItantaneoU8 action is demanded of the group by compressed time situations,
and commands are given by the selected individual or individuals to cope with
those moments of emergency, it oan be observed that an engram has been implanted
in the group. The instantaneous ordera and commands are indicators of an engram. The engr&m actually was received during a moment of shock when the ideals,
ethics, rationale and general thought and energy of the group collided foroefulq with YEST. As in an engram in an individual, the }dEST entering into the
ideals and ethics of the group, and the ideals and ethios of the group entering into the IlEST is a point of turbulenoe wherein plwsical force is mixed
wi th Theta. Groups customariq answer such emergency situations by instantaneous orders and commands without consideration by the whole group but which
are accepted by the whole group as necessary for survival through the emergena,y.

The clearing of such a moment of turbulence is done simpq by exposing all
facets of it to the general view of all the individuals who compose the groupo
Time itself suppresses the turbulent area - that is, lack of time in which
events can be explained and discussed. There is actual pain to the group here,
since the ideals and ethics of the group have been infiltrated by MEST.
Should such moments of emergency remain unexplained, they are not analyticalq
understood by other members of the group and so, as engrams, distort the ideals
and ethics and rationale of the group.
Processing the group for the removal of these engrams should be the special
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trust and charge of selected members of the group itself. The processing is
done b.Y the examination of emergency situations and the complete detail of
them by this section of the group. Such examination and publication and discussion of these moments should not be colored in ~ slightest degree by aQf
thought of protecting the public idea concerning the ethics of the group being
processed. Information cannot be masked, either from individuals of the group
or to other groups examining this group, save only as that information may
app~ to the emrgency status of the situation which m~ still be existing, as
in the case of' disposition of troops b.Y a general during time of combat.
The person or persons selected by the group to be the auditor or auditors to
the group discover the existence of engrams by the existence of arbitrary commands. They then proceed to discover the basic-basic on the chain of engrams
(turmoils) and, after dUe examination, not on~ of the arbitrary orders but ot
the entire status of the turmoil, publish for discussion and information ot
all the members of the group everything which can be dl'oovered about the situation and with all evidences which can be collected. This is not done with a
~iew to introduce punitive action.
It is done with a view to acquainting the
group members with the situations as they existed. Processing takes, you might
say, a bunched up time track (bunched up by a moment of emergency or moment ot
fancied emergency) and straightens it out by arranging all of the data upon it.
This effort at processing will be utter~ defeated should the auditor to the
group pay ~ attention whatsoever to the consideration the publio or other
groups may have for the group, to the reputation of any individual involved in
the moment of emergency, or to ~ idea that members ot the group itselt may
grossly be upset by the discovery of certain facta about ita members.
The characteristic point of this turmoil or turbulence, the engram of the
group, is that it contains suppressed or out-of-sight information. It at aqy
moment the auditor to the group suppresses information or colcrs it in an,
way, some of that engram is going to remain, and actual~ a situation is entered
here where the engram is left in a state of restimulation where it can do more
damage than it could have had it never been run. The auditor to the group must
be composed of persons ful~ schooled in the ideals, rationale and ethio of the
group, and whose integrities are not questioned by the group. The whole ke,ynote of the group auditor is honest" and truth - uncolored, unvarnished and unsuppressed data. In this way a good auditing job can be done. The auditor ot
the group is discovering what has been done to the group and is running it.
There is no need of going over and over one of these engrams beyond exposing
the information thorough~ and competent~ to the view of all and permitting
all members of the group to discuss that information as they wish. The group
itseli' may then decide upon certain actions, but so long as the group itself is
doing the deciding and not an individual or a few individuals, no engram is
created.

Punitive action, with the knowledge and consent of the whole group and dictated
by the whole group, cannot be said to create engrams so long as that punitive
action does not fall outside the rationale, ideals and ethics of the group
itselt. In other words, punitive action undertaken b.Y all the individuals of
a group, and understood by all the individuals of a group does not create an
engram. Action taken by one individual ora few individuals of the group of a
punitive character without the understanding or direction and consent of the
other members of the group will create a lock or an engram.
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The toughness and resilience o~ the ideals, ethic and rationale of a group that is to s~, the group itself - is enormous and should not be underestimated in any degree. Any group can embark on the most arduous enterprises
which would seem to be fraught with all possibilities of creating moments of
pain; but so long as it is understpod that whenever an emergency status occurs
and a selected member of the group issues arbitrar,y orders to take care of
compressed time eJDIrgency situations, and it is understood that this issuance
of orders must be scouted down in an effort to find and run the engram, the
group can then under no circumstances suffer any enduring harm, save on~ whatever harm ~ have been done in the actual conflict itself, and this ha~
would not be to ideals and ethics but to individuals and MIST in the group.
A group is composed of Theta and )lEST. It has an analytical mind and a reactive mind. The Theta in the group consists of the ideals, rationale and
ethic of the group. The MEST of the group consists, not of the minds, but
ot the bodies ot the individuals of the group and the proper~ and the space
and the time owned or controlled by the group. The analytical mind consists
of the adjudicated, tully comprehensive opinion ot all the members ot the
group and their efforts and actions to activate and run this group. The reactive mind of the group could be considered to lie in the actions of those
individuals set up tor emergency status during compressed time emergencies,
which is to s~, the reactive mind is composed ot the composite engrams ot
the group itselt.
The group will grow and prosper only insof'ar as it lacks engrams. It should
not fear engrams; it should only fear the tact that engrams may not be discovered and fully processed.
The prinoiple ot the introduction ot the arbitrary should be fully and thor-

understood by the group. Because 01' an emergency or some past engram,
there ~ exist within or around the group sources ot continual arbitrary orders. An arbitrar,y is an order or command introduced into the group in an
eft9rt to lay aside certain harm which ~ befall the group or in an effort
to get through a period tancied or real o~ foreshortened time. Subsequent arbitraries issued by ~ member o~ a group not during periods of emergency can
be considered to be locks on or dramatizations ot the engrams of the group.
Each time an arbitrary is introduced it has the effect of reducing the rationale and tone ot the group as a whole and will lead to the neceS8i~ to
introduce two or three more arbitraries, each one of which will in turn lead
to the necessi ~ for several more arbi traries until there is an entire network
of arbitraries which have sought to correct some central turbulence. After
a shor't time the complexi V of the situation makes it difficult to discover
the central point of departure. Any arbitrar,y order not only can be considered
to be a lock on or a drambtization of a group engram, but is in actualit,r a
real lock on and dramatization of a group engram. To make this more clear, aD¥
continuing stream of arbitraries are dramatizations of an engram in the group
and the lock is that turbulence created by the arbitraries'issuance. In other
words, the engram dramatizes by causing an individual to issue an arbitrary,
and the issuance ot this arbitrary creates a lock on top of the original engram.
And ot course, such issuances supercharge this engram.
ough~

A true group is one which has ideals, ethics, rationale and a qynamic to
carr,y forth its ideals, ethics and rationale on the standard it has selected.
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Just as the ana~tical mind safeguards the individual cells in its bo~, so
does the group safeguard the individuals within its membership. The individuals of a group support it just as the cells work to support the bo~ and the
analytical mind. The true ana~tical mind of the group is the composite of
the ana~tical minds of the members of the group as guided by the rationale
and ethics which initially founded the group 'or which it has developed into
a culture. Individual aberrations of the members ot the group do not composite into the aberrations of the group itself. In other words, it'is not
necessary to clear all the members of the group to have a cleared group. !be
group, however, can be affected by the individual aberrations of members within it. The optimum group could then be obtained on~ when all individuals in
it are cleared, but a group could act as a ver,y excellent release and could be
entire~ eftective and could be near~ clear even though ever,y individual in
it were aberrated.
The first right of &nf true group is to survive. The goal of the group is to
conquer and use MEST and to malee l4EST work against )&EST.
The group has the perfect right to demand the help, life or, in a continuing
sense, the energy and devotion ot any member of the group. ArI:I member of
the group has the right to demand the most and highest level of ideals, rationale and ethio of the group and to demand that these be maintained. A
true group owes to its individual members their livelihood and a chance for
their future generations. The members must not denr to the group the right
to expand and perpetuate itself, but must contribute fulq and wholq to these.
An individual has the right to oontribute to the group and the group has

the

right to expect ever,y individual to contribute to it to his maximum abili 10'
and energy. The individual has the right to expect to be contributed to from
the group, and for ~ group to safeguard him insofar as is possible-in the
maintainence of the group and the reaching by the group of its goals.
A group. will deteriorate in exact ratio to the number of engrams and locks
it receives and will revive in ratio to the number of engrams and locks which
are picked up out of it.
There has never before in the histor,y of the world been an opportuni1o' for
groups, since they did not know these things, to rehabilitate themselves and
free themselves from the continuing oonoatenation of arbitraries. Thus, ever"
group, once initiated, could thereafter experie.nce on1¥' a dwindling spiral.
Following these tenets, there is no reason w~ the tone of a group oannot
continual1¥' rise or, whenever it is depressed, to be brought back up the tone
scale again. It has been stated by a past writer that the group's highest
point was when it was formed, since at that moment its ethic, ideals and rationale were intact. One can readi~ see that the ide~ls, ethic and rationale
of the group oan be improved, though in the past this was not understood. Thus
its tone scale oan now go up from the point of formation. Further, emergency
statuses oan be reached and met, individuals oan take command of varioul functions of the group for these emergency statuses, the engrams can thereafter be
sorted out and resolved - or run, in other words.
We have the opportuni~ here of having a group which can be easi~ cleared
since it is ver,y young, and thereafter can remain clear simply by being pro-
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cessed b,y an auditor to the group. The tone level of this group, then, cannot deteriorateo The group cannot siilk into a state such as that we observe
in other groups and nationso
The abili"tir of the group to conquer !&EST is measurable by the amount of analytical thought there is in the group, by the ideals, rationale, ethic and qynamics of the group. These are Theta functions. They are ana~tical mind
funotions. A group set up on these prinoiples and with clearing prooess ot
groups in action would present the same aspeot in comparison with other groups
ot men of a olear to a psychotio, since near~ all groups in the world are severe~ psychotic.
To gain a cleared world, it is primarily necessar,y for the
group of diane tics to appoint itself or procure appointment for itself as an
auditor to other groups in the world. In this ~ it cannot but succeed.
The simple action of putting these tenets into effect should itself as itself
guarantee the survival and conquest of this group of the remainder ot )&EST since
this group does not seek oommand or arbitrar,y command value over the other
groups of the world. It mere~ wants them olear so that all mankind can theD.
in his right continue upon his appointed conquest.
On the postulate that a primary mission ot Theta is the conquest of MEST, then
we see tmmediate~ that the individual must have this in eaoh ot his tour qynamicso On the first qynamic, the individual has as a primar,y purpose the oonquest ot KEST as an individual. Be is conquering )&EST tor himself as an individual. Theta, having this purpose and having alined itself harmonically with
KEST, then conquers more )&EST. It is readi~ seen that with this as a purpose
the fact ot )lEST beginning to overcome the individual rather than Theta overcoming mST, a dwindling spiral is rapid~ entered and at length Theta is driven out ot the organism and we have death. There is a tremendous resistance
then on the part ot the individual toward being conquered by )&EST,.or being
oonsidered MEST, or used as MEST, sinoe this obvious~ is death or a small portion of' death. Which is to say, the conquesting of the individual by )&EST
tends toward the death of the individual. In order to succeed then, the individual must teel that he is conquering MEST or that potentially he can conquer
:uEST. When he is convinced otherwise, he has entered into the dwindling spiral
with )jEST conquering him, and that muoh Theta has been driven out of' him.

the second dynamic, the individual is conquering future )&EST wherein Theta
is assured a line of conquest into the future. It requires for this both the
sex act and ohildren. If' one is to assure the future conquest ot )&EST, then
it is neoessar,y to insure that one's children can conquer )&EST.

On

On the third qynamic, the individual feels that he is assisting in the oonquest of .MEST. A very quick survey of this will demonstrau, adequately that
no individual b,y himself', unassisted by a:rsy other lif'e form, could possib~
conquer a~ )&EST. The arrangement of life is such that a graduated conquest
is necess&r,y - first, the lichen and moss, then other cellular life, then
oells forming into organisms, and so on, make a ohain of' conquest into now
which permits the individual man to conquer MEST. Here is your evolution
chain. It is not proceeding along )&EST time, but is in now and is going
forward in now continuallj. Instead of evolution, we have a graduated scale
of Theta conquering )&EST in now. Up to the point of' an analytical level, the
arranged scheme i8 t9 make an ana~tical level possible for the greater conquest
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ot lIES!. ~re i. a graduated scale o~ conquest in now by which the individual man i. able by being assisted by the lower torma of !heta plus MIST,
which is life, to conquer a much greater sphere. Here we .ee a workable
plan of action as evolved by" Theta interacting with IlEST. Thus, one can see
that the individual cannot, without considerable a88istance on the part of
other life forma and without the assiatanoe of other individuals of his own
species, conquer MRST. Hence on this level the oonquest of XEST is a group
action.
On the fourth djrnamic, it is seen that so long as mankind as a speoiea engagea in the conquest of IlEST it can be JIILltually assistive. Aa one observes
the interflow of ideas from group to group amongst mankind, he aees readily
that every group of mankind is at someti_ or another assisted by another
group of mankind. Bence there is an overall conquest of USST by mankind.
On the fifth

~am1c one sees that life is engaged in a conquest of MIST and
that the individual cannot suoceed in a conquest ot IlEST unless he observes
his portion of the conquest as an assist to all lite'l oonquest of IlEST, and the
oonquest of all life al an assist to his own conquest. This is true of the
group and of mankind as a whole and also of the future.
~c, a conquest of IlEST finds as one or it. factors the neto have IlEST. Therefore a conservation ot IlEST itselt is to some degree necessary in the conquest of IlEST.

On the sixth
cessi~

~c, one tinds Theta neoessary in the conquest of DST.
without Theta and without an observance ot the requirements and Decessities of Theta - in other words without an observanoe of the natural laws
of Theta - could not much succeed along U1¥ of the ~amics. It 1a not onq
possible but probable that there is a whole arr~ of peroeptios similar to
man's perceptic'. to IlEST back to Theta i tselt. !hus man could be supposed
to have a line of perceptics back to Theta as we alrea~ know he has peroeptics back to IlEST. In this wise one could consider that first there is
Theta, then there is Lamda (which is life i tselt), and then there ia Phi,
which is ImST. )Ian standing in the center between !heta and Phi al lire
must of course have an ob.ervance of IlEST. Man has been observing the natural laws of MEST. Bow he is discovering some of the natural Ian ot Theta.
Thus, he il a channel of conquest. It could even be supposed or named that
this Theta which is in him is what has been called the human soul, and that
in death it withdraws since t~ere is probab~ a conservation of Theta al
well as of IlEST.

On the .eventh

)Ian,

One can see then that here _ have an interaction between Theta and IlEST.
IlEST has a natural kickback against Theta - an invol've_nt and a confusion
with Theta - sinoe IlEST itself, however its natural laws may be, is chaos.
'!'hus J4EST oan blindly and grumblingly drive Theta out of lite; IlEST then
adding a phfsical foroe to the businesl of living can gain, as an engram,
entirely too much torce within the individual and so can disturb the natural laws ot illS! by substituting for them the natural laws of Theta which
are ba.ed primarily upon reasonabili~.

We can lee, through thla then, that whenever an individual begins to mtlalign
-himself with other d¥namics, he is influenced by too much MEST, which, en-
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tangled as in engrama. is mistaken bY' 'him to be Theta when it is aotually'
the force of JEST. Hence the individual will seek to rule himself bY' force
rather than by reason. Addi tionallY". he will seek to own and oonquer his
children rather than set them up as points of conquest for the future. In
the group he will seek. if he is ver,y badlY" aberrated, to consider the group
itselt as KEST and conquer the group, which of course is intenselY" resisted
by the individuals of the group since conquest of them drives them toward
the dwindling spiral to dea.-th. Likewise, mankind'lI efforts can be disrupted
whenever an individual amongst mankind is so thoroughly' influenced bY' MEST
and so enturmoiled bY' lEST that he considers mankind as MEST, or 8.Jll' group
of JUDkind as IIE~T, and so conquers SOIll8 portion of that group. Additionally,
the conquest ot lIEST, as in the fifth dynamic. is primal7 purpose but it is
a180 possible that IlEST i taelf can be so entered into the individual or the
group or mankind that IlEST does not conquer .ST, but merelY" produoes more
chaos. the conques.t of MEST lUst be in harmoll1' with the law8 of MEST itself
and can onlY" be done with due observance to the Ian of .ST. Thus MEST cannot be thrown in·to a more chaotic state and then man expect to conquer that
more chaotic state linee he hal rendered it more chaotic and less conquerable.
!he proof of all these things is relativelY" simple since a simple observation
of man at work, an observation ot where he has failed and where he succeeds,
serves to give us ~ examples of the relatiTe truth of these postulates.
!he use of these postulates gives man "a much greater ethic. rationale and
ideal. It postulates the ideal political bo"," and postulates a future conquest of UEST far greater than has ever before been contemplated.
The individual, the child. the group, mankind and life must. each one. conlider itself capable of doing what it does in the conquest of MEST. There is
a parallel between the oonlideration and the actuali~. It is within this
sphere, as noted in this sentence. that we find the deepest meaning of reali V. The consideration BII1st agree with the natural laws not onlY" of '1'heta,
but ot MEST, and therein we have the greatest rationale.
Authori tar iani sa in such a wise can be seen illlll8diately to fail, and a cooperative endeavor can be seen :lDaaediateq to be susceptible to complete
triumph. It is believed we have her~ the tools ot greater greatness than
man has ever betoreachieved.

THE AUDITOR'S CODE - STANDARD PROCEDURE

!he Auditor's Code is in the book. People otten don't take it 8eriously.
Case8 have been bogged down 80le11' becau8e ot break8 in the Auditor'8 Code.
1Ihen it is not obserwd, cases do not advance and someti_8 get in a remarkable 8 tate ot artairs.
(The Auditor'8 Code i8 herewith quoted from page 178 ot DIANETICS:
The auditor 8hould be cOurteou8 in hiB treatment of all preclears.
!he auditor 8hould be kind, not giving ~ to ~ indulgence of cruel~
toward preclears, nor lurrendering to ~ desire to puni8h.
The auditor 8hould be quiet during therapy, not given to talk beyond
the ab80lute essentials of Dianetics during an aotual les8ion.
The auditor should be trustwor~, keeping his word when given, keeping
his appointments in 80hedule8 and his cOJllJlitaents to· work and never
giving forth 8.D¥ oollllllitment of ~ kind which he has 8.D¥ slighte8t
rea80n to believe he cannot keep.
!be auditor should be oourageous, never giving ground or violating the
fundamentals of therapy because a preolear thinks be should.
The auditor should be patient in his working, never becoming restless
or ann01edby the preclear, 110 matter what the preclear is doing or
saying.
!he auditor should be thorough, llever permitting hiB plan of work to be
s~ed or a oharge to be avoided.
The auditor should be perlistent, never giving up until he has achieved
re8ults.
The auditor should be uncoJllllWlicative, never giving the patient 8.D¥ illformatiou whatsoever about his case, including evaluations ot data or
turther esti_tes ot tiJ118 in therapy.)
There are three levela ot healing: One, be efticient and do 1I0mething; two,
.alee the patient comfortable it you can't do so_thing about itl three, it
you can't make hi. comfortable, sit there and hold hi8 hand. There are an
awful lot ot ca8es that are not advanoing becau8e people are holding handl.
'!'his can be a very rough thing, perhaps, but the end is calmness. It you oan
get line charge oft the oase, if you oan get tears by aotuallY ruuning an
engram, you are going to get results from that preolear. But i t you find yourself holding otf from a case beoause this case ~ explode in your faoe, you
·are not going to get results.

So be oourageous when you go into one ot these cases. Don't quit, and don't
let anybody tool you. Se8sion in and se8siou out, he 18 avoidillg ~thing
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which will do him auy good. Let the auditor -.lee up hiB mind what he is going
to do and then carry it through.
A perlon can rile above his own engrams if he is auditing. People are doing
it. They are running engrams similar to their own and are reacJ.y to pass out~
and yet they go on.
Another point is vitalI Don't evaluate the preclear's case for him. That iB
in effect a blanket coverage; and actually out of that evaluation the most
important thing is - DON'T INVALIDATE HIS DATA. You will have him in a very
8ad 8tate if you do.
It doesn't matter what he is running. Don't suggest by 1I'Ord or gesture that
you be lie '98 that it is dub-in. Handle him very calml;r. let him run it through.
and then 8ee it you can't tind a valid engram. or if this one has ~ 8omatics,
because it mq turn into a real engram. Let him come to hiB own deoisions.
It you invalidate a preclear' 8 data. it will stop his case. It is the most
deadly 8in in Dianetics. Right beside it is leaving an engram unreduced. 80
there are two very deadly sins. But invalidating data oan snarl him up and
get him in very, very bad shape.
COJIIIIIUQication and reality and attinity are a vital trio. Affiniil' is that part
of living substanoe which coheres man, coheses him. You can call it 10'98 •
.Affinity is a term more expre8sive than 10ve~ perhaps. This force is a kind of
Q factor, the cohesiveness, the love ot man for man. the aftinity of meDers
wi thin the social group. And this social feeling must be very strong, otherwise you wouldn't be here todq. Destruction would have overridden this force
and that would have been the end.
Let us see how man 8enses reality. If _ look over the !"unction ot realiV'.
some things seem very real and others not so real. But to sq there is an
absolute reality is something no p~sicist would do. Be talk8 in terms of
time ~ space. energy. There has been much wi tten and talked about these things.
but what do _ know about them? We know only what _ 8ee, tee1. hear, taste.
touch. and so on. Our communication. That is our touch with realiV'. lie
call a person crazy only because he doesn't agree with us. How. _ naturalq
select the disagreemente. We have not rejected reality.
We know that matter ia made up ot energy, and energy 8eems made up ot JIIOtion.
But energy is made up of the inter-relationship; here is our affinity, our
agreement. our affinity about a reali1o" with which _ are in cODlUDicatioD by
our perceptics. It you break any one or th08e three. affinity. cOlllllUDication,
reali 10", you break: the other two.
You can use the8e facts in your auditing. You break down the aftinity with a
preclear and his 8en8e ot reali1:¥ diminishes. Break: down his reality and his
abili1:¥ to contact his engrams disappears. You can very subtly break down
these things lDltll he won't believe anything; he 1I'OD.'t believe the outside
world or anything e18e_
Straight line memory i8 very important_ It depends on picking up certain
POint8, treeing attention units. as _11 a8 locating data which will be Taluable to you. Tonose whose recalls are bad, have a very bad sense ot realiv_
1he per80n mq be contacting engrams, but he will Sa:! ~ "I don't believa it i8
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happening to me," and so on. Suoh a person is really' aberrated to lome degree. Find the time when somebody broke &ffini ty •
Actuall3' the loss of an alq causes grief, and this is the breaking of an
arfinitor. The dirtiest trick an ally' can pl8¥' on a preclear is to die. It
you pick up some of these deaths, discharge them as grief engrams, this person's sonic recall DJB¥' go up, tone will go up, and his sense ot reality will
go up.
Sometimes when you take a pleasure molEnt, so-called, and relive it, the charge
on it becomes pain. There is loss right there, pleasure turned back1rards.
When somebody breaks artini tor, somehow or other you get pain. Every- terror is
actually' a feeling of loss, a tear ot loss. Abject tear is tear ot the loss ot
one's own lite.
We drop down the tone scale trom infinite survival to death. Intiuite surrival
would be infinite pleasure. Getting doWn towards death, we get into the area
which blinds his ability to perceive. COJDDlmication cuts ott. A break ot
affinity, a break of oOJDlllW1ication. "As tar as I am concerned. this situation
doesn't exist." he seems to say. It is this you try to straighten out when
you clear a person. You try to pick up pain. '!he real breaks are reached by
physical pain.
This whole proposition r COJIIIIW1ication. &ftini ty. reali tor. works in using
straight wire. A preclear doesn't have sonio. has no sense ot realiV. because
it haa been broken. Reach these inoidents in his life and tree attention.
mits. This gets the pressure otf his lite, and then he can be prooessed. You
can attack those incidents ~re and you can COIIII up with results. It TOU
find an:I such incidents baok along the track. you are going to have SOJl8 severe
atfinity breaks, and have a person who doesn't have a very great sense ot
realit,y. His perceptics shut oft.
Thi. bring. us more or less up to date on the latest developments so far as
.tandard procedure is concerned.

In Standard Procedure. taking the inventor,y is the beginning. You nnt to establish attinity with the preclear. In taking the inventory you seem to him to be
interested in him. He starts telling you about himaelf. You are already
starting s1;raight wire. Ask little basic questions. You want to know whether
he has ever been trea.ted by any other theraw. You nnt to know it because you
DJB¥' have to cope with a little indoctrination. You want to know what you are
going to come up against.
You can upset a psyoho-analy'tical release rather rapidly'. Any old therapy can
break up rather quicklY because you are going down for the cause behind the
manifestation. People going into Dianetics should understand some of these
steps.
Now. dramatizations: You want to know how this man dramatizes. This is the
wa:y we pick up control circuits in a case. The favorite dramatizations are
those of people around him. You can pick up repeater phrases trom these dramatizations. Finding out all the dramatizations. running them. and using the content of them, knowing he is dramatizing an engram, you know he will be using
the exact words of the engram, whether mother's, father's. or grandfather's,
and the chances of finding the exact wording in a basic engram this .., are
very, very good.
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Going on to the next points: You are interested in nitrous oxide, because
tt locks the reactive engram. bank. Another thing which does this is an electric
shock. Run it out and TOU will tind data there.
Next, make a list of the people who have died or gone a~ in this person's
lite. 'l'hen ask him, "What do you worry about?" nOh, I don't worry." "Do you
like your tather?" "Ho." "Do you like your mother?" "I l1ke her wry much."
Look tor so_ allies:

A child is going to get love so_plaoe. And allies get
old and die. and all kinds ot things happen to allies. '!be JIOst vital allies
will be so thoroughly occluded so_times you might find them unexpeotedl1'.
Sa.times you run a person back to a funeral and it is all blBDk. It's a cinch
there is an ally.
It is very vital that you get a long list of such people. You get data and
you make a list of it. Bave a case book for every preclear. If you change
cases. another auditor can tind what you d.id it you have the data in a book.
Particularly 1I1"i te do1m allies, and wheD you get a grief charge oft one. mark
it on the inventory. Cut do1lll the allies, and you have a simple method of
teepingtally.
Allies can get lost. can erase. Suppose a ca8e doesn't seem to be operating
right, branches ott. You are s1 tting right on top of a death. This undischarged griet can lie all the way d01lD. the bank and cloud up everything.
Step Two. It nothing is' happening in the case, go to Step Three.
too, it the case doesn't open.

You do that,

'lhe reason the chart is organized this "II8¥' is 80 as never to lea". you with
nothing to do. Wi th 8D¥thing TOU run into along the line, you have sODthing
you can do about it. Start over again.

How Dote that reverie is neither ~pnotic trance nor sleep nor ~th1ng like
them. You need attention units to get dOWD the t t . track. Any'thing to wake
the preclear up will help hi. go d01lll the tiM track. You are trying to walee
a per80n up every plaoe he has ever been aBleep in his whole lite. 1'he more
closely you approximate a kind of sleep with a preclear, you ~ apparently release an engraa. and yet when he wakes up. it will be in full restiDl1lation.
Sometimes you will notice you get a tremble on the eyelids. !his means the
preclear has deepened his Bense of sleep and has lett some ot his attention
units so...mare. That ia a very early stage ot h.Ypnosis. Be careful of 8uch
a patient.
Next. you are going to in 8tall a canceller. Don't read it out of the book.
Gift a canceller with the seD8e ot it, but not with the exact words in the book.
The exact word8 are not Uaportant. Toward the end of the 8easion, bring the
person up to present and then give him the canceller. Give him the word,
"Cancelled. "
Hext, tind out it the prec lear is moving on the track. Do it by 8ending him
back to a late-life incident. Soastimes he won't be able. to pick the incident
up completely. Run it tour or tive timea, and he will begin to pick up the
data. It becomes more available, more ali va, aa you run it through. The
aomatic 8trip goes there all right. the ·file clerk haa accurately aelected the
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incident. People fail to get good results SOEU.S because they don'.t
believe this phenomenon. This person ~ be hung on the time track tor a
moJDen t. If an audi tor doesn't count on the file clerk and doubts it, the
first thing he knows, hiB preclear will have engra. rest1lmlated. If they
don't malee it easy for the person to go to the instant, it is because they
don't have faith in this thing. .lnd that is where tai th en tars into Diane tics •
You can disbelieve almost anything e18e, but don't distrust the file clerk.
This is a form of Auditor's Code break.
You command the somatic strip; you ask for the cooperation of the tile clerk.
Give only one order. When it is carried out. go to BO_thing elae.
Now, I hope you have followed me that tar. You tell the tile clerk to gi ....
the incident. "Give us a pleasure incident at fiTe years of age." "'!'he
somatic strip go to the beginning and run it." 1lunn1Dg these pleasure JIlOIDenta
is a necessary step and you can actually tone up the perceptics thll...,-. You
want the case to plq itself. Don't tool around; get control circuits out.
You can s~ to a person, "'!'he file clerk will gift the engram to reBolve the
case; the somatic strip go to the beginning of the engram. When I count frOJll
1 to 5 the tirst phrase in the engram will fluh to your mind. l-2-a-4-6 snap."
Go over the firs t phrase three or tour time s • This helps it se ttle there. 11'ow
he's at the beginning of the engram and you send him on through, reducing all
bouncers and so torth.
.
The only time the file clerk doesn't work is when you start dictating to hilt.
So you s~. "The file clerk will give us the engram necessary to resolve the
case, and so on ••• "
Run it out.

savvy guy.

It works very smoothly and wry easily.
You work with the file clerk.

The file clerk is a 'Very

Sometimes. 'Very early in the case. he may gi Te birth. If he does. it can be
erased. You work with the tile clerk; you cOJlllll8.lld the somatic strip. That 18
the ~ you work. You KNOll the somatic strip goes where you tell it when you
tell it to go.
Straight wire is the process used when the preclear is wide awake. Inventory
is taken in the same way. Straight wire. actual meaory. Straight wire is used
at the beginning of a case. After you have entered a ca.e, there i8 no reason
to use it it the preclear 1s in good running order.
Straight wire is actually an old technique. and it lq unused until we had to
reach control circuitr,y. We had to have some method ot reaChing control circuits. .An easy ~ of tinding out was through dramatizations having control
statements.
Now, our target is, one, to discharge painful emotion; and, two. to reach the
basic area engrams. We want to get unconsciousness off the beginning ot a case
in order to begin erasure. But it is very illportent that the case be moving
and as far as possible with all the attention \mits in full plq. So get painful emotion otf first. Sometimes by' tacit consent. one can avoid painful
emotion. But it is very important that painful emotion be picked up. Just
start talking and ordinarily. before even realizing it. the preclear is moving
down the track.

DIFFERENT fiFES OF CASES ABD )lEmODS

!he normal person ord1nari~ has several thousand engrams. Tbe main ditference in cases is one of quantity. The case which has a great many late life
engrams hu a so.what larger number ot engrams than normal. Atter getting
basio-basi(), you can start running almost anyplace; having the basic area
cleared, the rest ot the track is readJ'.

All cases are basical~ the same: that is, they have engrUl8 in the basic
area: basic-basic or birth -- and now, they have tound an aherrative sperm.
and ow. series. Normal~, however, the earliest engram is one d.,. atter conception.
'!he zygote is '9'8ry- easily injured. Every abdominal pressure arfects it wry
much. However, an auditor should run the ovwa-sperm series three or four dqs
before conception. Cases respond much better if you do get that series. ~
restimlllation ot the sperm. or ovum series makes the person very, -very uncomfortable. It can trigger a psychotic, so run it with greatest care. Out of
the sperm. and ovum the whole organism is made. The whole body develops from
those two cells, and every cell contains any injury in that basic time. So
that a basic engram is p08sib~ contained in every- cell in the body. What is
contained in what will be the whole organism, then, is known by the whole
organism. If there is validity to the biological explanation. the whole organism 'WOuld be pel'lll8ated by the data in the basic engrams.

The earlier on the track you find the engram. the more aberrative it is. The
two reasons for this are: that it has priority in terms of time; and that the
earlier one is more valid to the psyche than later ones. If the earlier one
said. "I hate men." and a later engram said something different. the first
phrase would be the one followed. So be awtully careful to run outewrything
70U 00_ in con tact with.
Another point is, Dever ask the file clerk, "Is this engram erased?" Never
ask the file clerk it it is erased. Never ask the tile clerk about any condition ot attairs. !be tile clerk Dever thinks; it just hands out data.
These rules are illportanta (l) Don t t invalidate the preclear's data; and
(2) Reduce e'9'8l7thing you get your handa on.
You are going to tind people
the experiences of the game.
will just be ~ing there and
engrams are more or le88 otf

who
and
not
the

say they have no prenatala. This is one ot
i8 a very ordinary experience t The preclear
in contact vi th any pain. Now. all very early
track. Ask the tile clerk tor one and you
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can get it. But otten, even in a sonic case, the tirst words ot the engram
don't co~ through. He doesn't get an iDIIIIIBdiate sonic reaction. He can be
returned right in the middle, and you can say, "Do you hear UlJ'thing?" "Do
you teel anything?" He answers, "No." Actually, the engram Ddght be ott to
the side not in the analytical line.
The wq you get data is as follows: "The file clerk will gin U8 the engra.
necessar,y to resoln this case; the somatic strip go to the beginning ot the
engram."
Now, there might be a sort ot veil betwen the content of the engram and the
analytical mind. The wq you pull the veil &'YIfq' is as tollon: You say,
~en I count from 1 to 5, the tirst phrase will flash into your mind." !be
first worda of it as given 1D¥ be, "Don't let it go," and the 10ll&tic turns
on. It he ia getting imprelsionl of words, even, he will then get the content,
and then you can run whatever the engram is. But you do have to cOQJlect hili
up wi th it betore you run it.
It you tollow that procedure, you can get prenatals.

ti_.

It a person is stuck, he ian' t going to move on the t t . track. A person cannot be stuck in present
The engram might gi'ft him the illusion ot being
stuck in present t t . . but actually he is stuck in an engram, and it 18
necessar,y to touch that. You don't tind a case stuck in present tiE: it 18
always stuck on the tiD track. What you do is: Get an age tlash to test
thia person, to see if he is moving on the track. If a person gives you a
number different than his proper 8£e, he il stuck so.place on the time track.
Note. also. ·that 80me persODs can travel up and down the track with one perceptic while the others are stuck.
An occluded case is liable to boil oft on you. A real boil-oft is di8tinct.
A person may hallucinate and ~eam in the middle ot it. with illusions like a
mirage. You then have boil-oft combined with control circuits. All you can
do is let it boil. Don't get impatient. He is liable any tiE to swing into
an engram. Where there is unconscioumess, there is a somatic under it.
Another vpe runs allover the track: visio. sonic. etc., all dub-ins. '.Ibis
case has a lot of oontrol circuits. He moves wry easi ly on the track and
you can run engrams, but you generally find this person does not have a
somatio. A self-controlled person can run engrams but have DO sOJIIBtios. Giw
him straight wire. knock out control circuits.
A person starts to go into an engram and has no so_tio. He will go all over
the bank. He has a demon circuit taking over a portion ot the analytical mind;
the engram actually thinks tor him. a sort of inner auditor. !hese people
won't do what you tell them to do; they won't let the somatio go on. they
will teel you ha'ftm' t enough al ti tude to audit. Actually. a per80n is more
self-oontrolled with the oontrol circui t8 out. This is the answer to people
who think possib~ it would be dangerous to take the oontrol oircuits out.
The oirouits really intertere with the "I."
Sometimes you will be running sOMone, as an auditor, and'he will co_ and
say, "I _s running through this engram today." You say. "You were what?"
"Oh, I went over it and I felt awfully siok. and I teel sick now."
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Don't try to get that engram. Lea'V8 it alone. because that engram is not
ready to lift. If 8Z11' ot you ever have this thing happen. don't try to do
8Z11'thing with it; it mq be prenatal or late lite. but that does not mean it
is read¥ to erase. So. consequentl¥. it you try to get that engram. you are
going to run into a hornets' nest. with more and more restimulation.
What you want is the first moment or pain or unconsciousness; griet charges;
or the earliest moment ot pain or unconsciousness. and to proceed trom there.
"Gin us the engram next in line. the next earliest engram." and so on. "The
tile clerk will give us the next engram necessar,y to resoln this case."
Keep the tile clerk torced earlier.
Now. _ come to straight memory. Memory is the same process as remembering.
In memory there JftI13' be just one or two attention units go down the track. and
they go into certain compartments. so to speak. You may make contact with
just a tew unita. A person remembering very deepq. gets more and more into
the inoident. goes deeper and deeper. and gets very deep and thiDks harder and
harder 811.d harder. He has realq returned to the incident. 'Jhis is memory.
He oan remember and return. and it bis whole being goes down. he re-Tivities.
and he is all there.
It depends on how many attention units go back along the track as to wbether
you call it remembering or re calling or re living. With remembering there i.
a little returning. and returning is a little part ot reliving. and reliving
is when you are all there.
Psychotics are alW81's 11ving in an engram. and under control circuits and
dellOJl circuitry. They are not in contact with reality. so you have this type
of ca•• whioh is the "control circuitry" case. In the "Can't believe it" case
his mind has been trying to go back and believe things; but his data are all
in JIlODotone; all and everything have the same T&lue.
How. don't torce it do1m his throat; you have to tackle this case and find out
what person in his past life was very skeptical. What you are trying to do is
to run a case who haa no sense of reali V • If his cOJllDDlication is bad. he is
going to be hard to like or work with. It will be hard to establish affinity.
He is very tough to work with. Now. he is a specific Vpe of case.
Use Dianetic terminology. That language was chosen because it is DIOstl¥ nonaberrative. It was designed that wrq. We say "Somatic." for instance. instead
ot "Pain." because the word "Somatic" is usuall¥ not in the bank. You ask the
file clerkl "Bouncer?" "Yes." ~en I count from 1 to 5 the phrase will
flash in your mind. 1-2-3-4-5. snap." "Get a~." Roll it and go into the
engram.
This is very important to know. because when you have a non-ooi tus chain in
exiatence in a case. the possibility is that there are a series ot bouncers
and ~ers in the basio area. This is true it you have a case running for
hours and hours and still not in the prenatal area. Start straight wire. 'to
free your oases. just follow out your standard prooedure.

STALLED CASES

'!he _in thing to know about stalled cases is that oases get stalled. Very
JI8.Dl' things oan happen. Sometimes people get into a ll&Uio state. Manio is
a rather bad word on aooount ot its psychotic oonnotation. The phrase in

an engram will be obeyed to its fullest ex ten t. Sa.times you will find
people suddenly cured by other therapeutic treatment. A manic has been resti_lated.
It takes trom three to ten d~s tor a case to settle. It an engram has been
hi t and restiBllated. it takes about that time to settle. It the preclear
is permitted to go about his business. the case will balance. You can balance
any oue in about ten d.,.s. It you toroe it. you are going to get restimulation and something is going to happen. So. if the oase gets unmanageable
to you. let it settle.
The ...in thbg in running oases is that. as long as you are using standard
prooedure. you are not going to haft q-tbing that won' t settle in three to
ten d.,.s. The three-day period is a sort of standard period. Four de.Y. after
therapy the case will settle. If you want to work this case every four cla¥s.
it will be just like starting the case every time. But if you work the oase
eftry three d.,-s. it will st.,- aliw. The time track gets greased. al it
were. Going back and forth across an area. you will gradually get what you
want out of a case. Just keep working it. and you will get re.ults. What
happens is that you get it used to going up and down the traok. Attention
units are then aTai1able. but if you wait four days between running. you will
haw trouble.
Another oondition can ooour. You may find you get into a little light engram
and you find it won' t lift and you go over it and then it fades away. !hie
is recession. You can do this and three days later have a stalled oase on
your hands. This engram you haw beaten down comes back in full force in
three days.
It is wry easy to tell the differen oe between recession, reduotion, and
erasure. If an engram is not showing marked change as you go along. there i.
something wrong with this engram. That is why you should sample the begin"
ning of the engram before you run the whole engram.
For instanoe. in running birth, run the first contraction. You can keep
running one section of the engram into reduction, and then you can tell whether
the whole engram will reduce. We don't want recession to occur.
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One other word of warning: Don't ever ask a preclear i f an engram is erased.
Re will tell you. "Yes." If this thing is going to erase. new material will
appear in it and old material will drop ofl'. In ten recountings it will start
to disappear. Often yawns will come out. the unconsciousness come off of it.
and it won't come back. In order to get erasures you have to get in the basic
area and come up. You have skipped engram. if you get on~ reductions and
not erasures. Sometimes they are held down by late grief' charges. This last
is the largest cause of stalled cases.
Sometimes you touch an engram. and it disappears. and the person starts skidding. You have above him somewhere a grief engram. What you should do is
erase. and when you stop erasing. try to find grief. It works the other way.
too. Take all the grief charge off and then go into the basic area. Back and
forth: basic area - griefJ basic area - grief.
One point is that there has to be a physical pain to start a grief charge.
It is sitting there in the early prenatal. After you run grief. you can find
physical pain. You can find a ph¥s1cal pain. it is sitting on. That is one of
the tools used on bogged cases. That is the technical side of it.
There are two other reasons for stalled cases.
auditing. !he other is poor environment.

First and foremost is poor

In poor auditing. the auditor has either broken the Auditor's Code or has made
some fundamental error in auditing. Failing to pick up an engram and failing
to reduce an engram are two of the fundamental errors. However. even with
bad auditing a person is better off being run than not being run at all.

In crossing an engram the first time. all the content will be there. but if a
bouncer is there. up the traok the preclear will come. You run that engram
in a very special 'W8iY: Get the somatic strip to the first part of the engraa.
The somatic strip will try to go to the earliest moEnt in the engram. Sometimes it can't. Sometimes there are four or five phrases earlier. with so
muoh pain in them. and unconsciousness. that tension has to be taken off
before the somatic strip can contact them. So go to the earliest available
part of the engr8.1ll. A somatic strip does it best. You start there and you
start to run the engram. Now. if you start to run it. you get JII8D¥ nonaberrative statements.

the preclear run each of these phrases several times. Then run it a
11 ttle further -- perhaps you hit a holder. If you try to go beyond it. you
can't. He is stuck. And sonio is liable to turn off if you force it.
Attention units get tied there and it is harder to go on. And so on with. other
aberrative phrases.
~e

The instant something strange happens. you speak to the file clerk.

clerk will give yes or no answer:
it might be.

"File
Bounoer? Valence shifter?" ••• or whatever

It may be you don't alW8¥'s get it. The answer may be almost any action phrase
that is direotional. Phrases that might s~. "Go up." Aotual~. too. there
can be a phrase sqing. "Go down."
A phrase is a mis-director if it is like:
or going."

"Don't know whether I am ooming

12

In a holder there i8 no direction. A Talence 8hifter i8 q-thing that indicate8 the per80n 8hould be 80meboctr elase. With 8uch a phrase a per80n is
liable to shift instantly' into another "Valence. His own 80matics turn oft
then. You can run him in sOJll8boctr else's Talence and do something. but it is
not like running in hi8 OWll Talence. Watch for these for they will cause a
person to change Talence automatically. ETery time you hit one. whether or
not you see the action of it. whether you see it take place or otherwise, you
had better suspect that such action ~ take place and iuaediately make hia
repeat it OTer and OTer and OTer until it is de-intensified.
You reduce each action phrase as you hit it. You ~ find that you have pains.
Go ahead, go through it. and de-intensity them. Then go to the earlier part
of the engram. and try to run it again. "The somatic strip will go five minutes
before the blow" -- or whateTeI:" it was. "Now the somatic strip will moft
forward one minute; two minutes; three minutes. Now it is going to the moment
of the jump." (or whatever it is)
Work on the front end of an engram because all the rest depends on the pain or
actiTity of the front end of it. Work it over really' good and then go on down
the rest of the line and the job is pretv _11' done. If you don't run it
that way. you will bog down a case.
Now. supp08e the preclear has been allowed to go through an engram; he's hit
a bouncer and bounced otf. and the auditor did not know that he bounced.
Suppose he has bounced out of so_thing and there are holders all the way back.
Then you can't get him to pre8ent time.
This might happenl !he first tiJ118 you might get 10t8 of aotion and all of a
8udden, the next tiM. you are not getting aotion. You might 8u8peot th1a haa
reduced. But no engram will reduce on one hearing. The 8econd time you go
across it and if it is erasing. you get a couple ot yawns. low. in this cas.
of action turning off. something might be bringing him. back to the engram. A
holder and a bowicer might be there and these are causing hia to ride just oft
the engram. So you ask the tile clerk: "Gi ve me ye8 or n01'
BotmcerT"
"Yes." "As I count from one to five the phrase will flash into your ·mind."
"Get out. get away."
You go over it and all of a sudden you get all the manifestations again. You
are not going to stop now. Run the engram again and reduce it. To let him
go into an engram and bounce out and not go back. i. not good.
The key thing you look for are engrams which haTe been hit and out of which
the preclear haa bounced. Suppose you have a preclear who haa been audited
before with poor auditing. Rlm the forJl8r auditor's auditing. You lDIIi¥ find
all sorts of Auditor's Code breaks. So run the auditing as engrams. Go back
to when he was audited the first tiJll8. "What is being 8aid?" Start runniDg
this thing out. Run this material for a period and you will find that engrams
ware hit and whioh engrams were hit. Then go back and 8ee what you can do
with him under 8tandard procedure. If the engrams are in recession get the
ba8ic area.
Now, an auditor' 8 code break won't settle out. That has to be run and you can
spend quite a bit of tiJ118 patching a. case up. Start to run out bad auditing
if you can reach it. Normally you can. Dianetics can tmdo trouble caused by
such poor auditing.
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The environmental problem can be very serious. It ~ be that the preclear's
environment is so resttmulative as to cause the case to bog down. You can
expect your preclear to get upset with this sort of thing. It is invalidation of data in the environment. In these cases try to run out the locks.
Sometimes by straight memory you can do a better job. You can make him go
back over the entire thing until he finally gets the moment. Try to get down
to the first lcck on the engram rather than try to reach the engram. You JIJI!J3'
have an engram which can't be touched. Use straight memory or run the lock
in reverie and you can start the case. In 8.l1J' event. wait for a few days and
then start to try straight memory again. Be will feel better.
Or you can try to run a series of pleasure moments. Pull the attention units
out ot the lock into pleasure and then go to straight DlSmory.
The environmental problem is a very serious one because an auditor can't

regulate the environment.

Sometimes it is necessary to take the preclear out

ot the environment.
All 01' these bogged cases have in common the -tact that s0ll8bo~ is stuck on
the till8 track. That is the cODlllon denominator. Don't ever be guilt.Y of
bringing sOlll8bo~ to pre.ent time and then not checking it. Of course, if he
has been and is chronically stuck. you can't do much about this. But keep
working. While trying to bring him up to present time. you can accidentally
stick a person on the track. Always try to get him to present time, and
always check it. You can bog a case b1 negleoting this.
When it oomes to getting a case moving. originally you have standard prooedure.
You Bhould follow it very olosely. Beginning a case. use Step One. Step Two.
and run engrama. A-ny place where you are all of a sudden not getting any
plaoe, use Step '!'hree. Use straight line memory.
If you find a oa8e is a little slow, use straight
newr 8qS 8D1'thing just once. He will dramatize
He will do what he doeB many. many till8s. And if
saying BO_thing, you may be certain that that iB
in an engram. So find dramatizations.

line memory. An aberree
what he says BIOre than once.
you find one of the parente
also in the prenatal bank

Take straight line memory and you will find shifted valences. etc. You get
little chuckles when you hit Bomething. When you hit it strong, you get the
smile or chuckle. When you haven't hit it, you don't get them. That is the
.terial you should discover. When you key out a lock, you get a smile.
Leaw that subject then and go on to something else. You can knock out the
circui t locks and return to present time and then go back down to the engram.

In using straight line memory. don't put the preclear in reverie: leaft him
alone. Don't let him close his eyes. The second you put him down the traok.
in reftrie, an engram will restimulate.
You can keep straight memory as a teclmique up f6r a long time: you can cure
a person by remembering pleasant things in the past. You don't want him to
remember only the concept, but to remember the exact moment. So, you first
have the concept and then the exact moment. That is straight-line memory.
Let them tell of the times when they were said to be like other people. If a
perBon is in another valence then the death 01 that person fixes him in that
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valence more

firm~.

You can use straight wire as a booster or you can run a person back to some
incident by using straight wire. Make a person remember something pleasant
or ear~ in life, and then bring him back up to present time. You can take
a psychotic and do it. But don't work it for very long periods at a time'
fifteen minutes is enough. Sometimes it takes a 11 ttle while to get the
"drawerl" out. If you want to remember something, ask for it to be presented da,- after tomorrow. It takes three da,-. for lost memories to COI!I8
into view. It takes three dqs for data to come into view.
1fi th this method you get the file olerk running, and so on. Another way is
to get down and run pleasure moments. It you oan get him to pleasure momenta,
run him all through the incident, and real~ oontaot the pleasure. One of
the functions of the ana~tical mind is to experienoe pleasure. Sometimes
when you try to run a pleasure moment, something ver,y gruesome happens: a
death will sometimes flash in Tiew, and you get off a terrific charge •••
Before the intermission, let's have a few of' the questions that were asked:
Q. What if eleotric shock comes up?
A. You run everything the tile clerk gives you.
go in wll~-nil~ with a gleam in your ete.

It will reduce.

But don't

Q.

Suppose a boil-off lasts a longer time than the session, before you've
reduoed it?
A. You can bring him to present time and it won't restimulate the engram
that is causing the boil-off. Bring him to present time and have a cigarette
and smoke for about tnnv minutes. Then you will be able to rtm the
incident when you put him back into it.
Q. Can a pregnant woman be run without danger of giving the baby engrams?
A. '!his is an evaluation the auditor JDUS t make. If the mother is against
the child, it the child 1s in danger, give the woman a little processing;
otherwise, leave it alone.

THE TORE SCAlE
Further analysis by Peggy Benton

The tone scale measures the abilit,y of a human being to cope with the
problems that arise for him. As such, it indicates also his emotional
feeling and tone.
When the individual is operating at optimum, he has almost complete
freedom of activi~ in ~ situation or problem that arises. Anf force
directed against the activ1t,y he wishes to pursue, he will overcome eaailf,
wi th a feeling of achievement and satisfaction.
But as the suppressor beoomes stronger along ~ particular line of
activit,r, the person will begin to respond to it, and his tone will go down.
If. at 8!JIY point he overcomes the suppressor, his tone will rille again. But
if he is unable to overcome the suppressor, hiB tone will go progresaivelf
lower, and as it does, his field of action becomes more and more constricted.
The lowering of the tone scale ill reflected in the behaviour of the
individual, his phfsiolcgical reaction, his emotional reaction, and the
affinit,y-communication-realit,y triad. The cverall pattern in all of theae
areas is similar.

OVEBALL PA T'l'ERN OF TORE SCAlE

Tone 4 - Eager pursuit of activit,y, with complete freedom of choice for
other activities as desired.
Interested pursuit of activit,y, some doubt as to complete freedom
in other activities, some doubt as to abilit,y to overcame
suppressor on activit,y being pursued.
Hesi tant pursuit of activi'tiY, greater doubt of abUi t,y to overcome
suppressor or find other lines of activit,y.
TODe 3 - Contimued, dogged pursuit of activity, hope of overcoming
suppressor onlf with effort.
Indi'fference to activi t,y - mUd attempts to find other fields of
action.
Withdrawal from activit" being suppressed, direction of attention
to other lines of activit,y remaining open.
Tone 2 - If this is impossible, the situation suddenlf changes far the
individual must find a way out of this particular activit,y before
he again has ~ freedom of choice. The decision is made for him,
as it were, by the inhibition laid on by the suppressor. At thia
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point he begins to tr,y to destra,y the suppressor. at first with
relatively mild efforts.
If these don't succeed he makes violent efforts to destra,y th~
suppressor.
If the suppressor is still unconquered. his field of action is
constricted even more. for now he cannot even act direotlY
against the suppressor, and he enters the tone level where he
tries to find ways of destroying the suppressor by delayed
action. Fear begins here. since there is a strong doubt as to
whether the suppressor can ever be destroyed.
Tone 1

- As fear increases and the possibilit,y of destroying the suppressor
becomes more and more remote, the individual makes violent
attempts to escape in any way possible.
If he cannot do so. his last recourse is a frantic cry for help.
Grief, sobbing. tears seem to be such a cry for help. In young
children this is especially evident. It follows from the law of
affini~ that such an action would be the logioal reaction of an
individual in extremis. Since he cannot overcome the suppressor
himself. he-Calls for others to help him. In case of loss of an
ally. grief seems to be a desperate attempt to bring the ally
back, a call for help to the allY.
If this fails, and his· cry is unanswered, there is nothing
further the individual can do, and he enters the tone of apa~,
submitting finallY to the suppressor.

Tone 0

- If the suppressor continues, apatqr increases, beooming paralysis,
unconsciousness, and finally death.

Note: The downward spiral may result from any suppression, psychic,
reactive, or physical. Often the whole scale will be covered in the couree
of a few seconds, particularly in phfsical injury, and reactions during the
middle part of the scale will be almost negligible. But with any appreciable
time, the whole course of the downward path may be traced anywhere a
suppressor is acting. The tone scale of course is continuous, and one
reaction will merge into the one below without short division.
But there is one definite exception: When the individual enters tone 2
he suddenly turns from withdrawal to attack. 'Ibis marks the point at which
the reactive mind begins to take control; and also the point at which the
individual becomes locked in one activit,r. After this he must overcome the
particular suppressor before he is free to find other fields of action or to
rise further .on the tone scale. Below this comes definite emergency reaction".
EMOTION AND AFFINITY SCAlE
The emotional scale refers to the subjective feelings of the individual;
the affinit,y scale refers to his relation with other people. The affinit,r
scale may refer, at ~ particular time, to just one, or to a small number of
people. But as affinit,r is suppressed repeatedly, the individual will begin
to take on an habitual tone level on the affinit,y scale, an habitual reaction
to almost all people.
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AFFINITY

EMOTION
Tone 4
3.5

Eagerness - exhilaration
Strong interest
Mild interest

Love - strong, outgoing
Friendliness
Tentative advances

Content

Tolerance without much outgoing
action - acceptance of
advances offered
Neglect of person or people
Dislike, attempts to get away from
them

Tone 3

2.5

Indifference
Boredom

Tone 2
1.6

Expressed resentment
Anger
Unexpressed resentment

Antagonism
Hate, violent and expressed
Covert hostilit,y

Fear

Acute s~ness, propitiation,
withdrawal from people
Supplication, pleas for pit,y,
desperate attempts to win
support
Complete withdrawal from perlon
or people - no attempt to
contact

Tone 1
0.5

Grief
Apathy

REALITY AND COMMUNICATION SCALE
The realit,y scale refers to the individual's hold on realit,y and his
agreement with others on what reali t,y is. Reali t,y breaks are actually disagreements on realit,y, usually resulting only from a difterent viewpoint and
not from actual differences in realit,y itself. The communication scale
refers to the individual's abilit,y to communicate with other people.
REALITY
COMMUNICATION
Tone 4
Search for different viewpoints
Ability to communioate cO!plete!y,
and ohanges in realit,y in order
wi thholding nothing; abilt t,y to
to broaden own realit,y - comcreate and construct through oonversation
plete flexibilit,y in understanding, relating and evaluating
different realities
3.5

Ability to understand, relate and
evaluate reality, regardless of
change or difference in viewpoint,
moderate flexibilit,y in realities
brought to view without eager
search for new ones

Swift exchange of deep-sea tad,
deeply felt beliefs and idea.

Attempts to reconcile own realit,y
with conflicting realit,y limi ted flexibili t,y

Tentative expression of limited
number of personal belief. and
ideas
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COMMUNICATION

REALITY
Tone 3

Casual exchange of superficial
chatter

2.6

TODe

Refusal to match two realities,
rejection of conflicting reali~
"So what?" attitude

Refusal to accept communication
of other 'person (or environment) turning to other 80urces of
communication

Verbal doubt - defense of own
real1 ~, attempts to undermine
other

Indireot pot-shooting, nagging,
cracks, invalidating other
person or situation

Destruction of opposing reali~,
wrecking or changing it, knocking
out props from other person's
reali~ - "You're wrongt" attitude. If real1 ~ is environmental, destruction is accompli8hed only through change

Shutting off other person's
communication, destruction of it "Shut upt" "Drop it~"

Doubt of oPP08ing reality, nonTerbal disbe lief, refusal to
accept disbelief, refusal to
accept conflicting reali~ without ~ing to fight back

Stubborn silence, sulking, refusal
to communioate further, rejection
of attempted communication by
others

Doubt of own reali~ - insecuri~;
attempts to gain reaS8urance; if
reali~ is environmental - appeasement of gods or elements

Lying to avoid real communication.
can take the form of pretended agreement, flattery or verbal appeasement;
or simply a false picture of person's
feelings and ideas. false facade,
artificial personalit,y

Shame. anxie~, strong doubt of own
realit,y with consequent inabilit,y
to act within it, must be told what
to do if person is to act at all,
afraid to act himself since he has
no way to a8se8S consequences

Evasiveness to avoid communication.
hiding person's own thoughts and
feelings. superficial communication
buil t on accepted standards without
relation to person's real feelings;
or schizoid secrecy

COmplete withdrawal from oonflicting reali~; refusal to test own
reali~ against conflicting one.
Looked in own rigid reali~ psychotio

Inabilisr to communicate, completely
unresponSive

2

1.6

TODe

attitude

Indifference to communioation of
others - "Let' 8 not argue about
it" attitude - dismissal of communication - if toward environmen t, not trying to get perceptics
clear

Indifference to conflicting

reali~ - "Maybe - who carat"

nas~

1

0.5

Tone 0
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BEHAVIOUR AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SCALE
This refers to objective events which can be measured.
BEHAVIOUR

PHY'S IOLOGY

Tone 4

3.5

Motion toward. swift
approach

Full control of autonomic by cortex. both
cranio-sacral and thoracolumbar systems of
autonomic functioning at optimum under
direction of cortex) muscle tone excellent;
reactions excellent; energy level high

Motion toward.
approach

Moderate control of autonomic by cortex;
cranio-sacral functioning well. thoracolumbar slightly depressed; muscle tone
good; reactions good; energy level
moderate

Motion toward. slow
approach

Autonomic functioning independent of
cortex; cranio-sacral functioning well.
slight activit,y in ~~oracolumbar; muscle
tone fair; reactions fair; energy level
fair

No motion.
Stay

Autonomic independent or cortex; craniosacral functioning well, but no activi~
in thoracolumbar; muscle tone. reaction
time and energy level poor

Motion away.
Recede slowly

Autonomic begins to take over control;
cranio-sacral inhibited, thoracolumbar up;
slight restlessness. heightened activit,y,
wavering attention
Increased activit,y thoracolumbar. craniosacral more suppressed; increased restlessness, wavering of attention. inabili~
to concentrate

Tone 3

2.5

Motion away,
Recede quickly
Tone 2
Motion toward, slow
attack

Motion toward, violent
attack

Motion away. slow
retreat

Increased activit,y of thoracolumbar, inhibition of cranio-sacral; irritabilit,y;
increased heart action, spasmodic contractions of gastro-intestinal tract,
respiration increased
Full autonomic mobilization for violent
attack; complete inhibition of craniosacral, thoracolumbar in full action; respiration and pulse fast and deep; stasis
of gastro-intestinal tract; blood to
peripheral vascular system
Autonomic settles down to chronic rage
reaction, inhibition of cranio-sacral; imperfect gastro-intestinal action; increased
peripheral vascular circulation, increased
pulse and respiration
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BEHAVIOUR

PHYSIOLOGY

Tone 1

0.5

Motion away, violent
flee

Autonomic mobilization for full flight
reaotion; laxi~ of gastro-intestinal
traokJ all blood to periph.ral vascular
system, eapecial~ muscles for rapid
flight. breathing and pulse rapid and
shallow

Slight motion, agitation
in one place
Suffer

Autonomio mobilized for or.y for help, grief;
oranio-aacral on rull. thoracolumbar inhib1ted* d.ep, sobbing breathing; pula.
hard and irregular; discharge of tears and
other bodily seeretions

No motion,
Succumb

Shock reaotion; thoracolumbar inhibited;
cranio-sacral full on, gradual~ deCreasing as organism approaches death;
breathing shallow and irregular; pulse
threaqy; blood pooled in internal organs;
muscles limp, lacking tone; pallor

Tone 0

In any particular situation t.o or three or the above patterns will predominate. Usual~ the behaviour and physiologioal patterns will be involved in
a~ suppressor action.
The speed at which the organism descends the tone scale
varies widelY. It may be arrested at &nf point, it may stay within one level
for a long period of time before descending, or it may proceed so rapidly that
the individual is unconscious almost before he realizes a suppressor is acting.

STANDARD PROCEDURE CHART

(Revised Deoember, 1960)
James Hurt

Smp ONE:

STAR '.rOO THE CASE

(a) PERSONALITr ACCESSIBILITY

1.
2.

Tr,y to establiah communication with the preclear.
If the preclear faUs to cooperate in answering questiona, use all
prescribed methods to increase sense of reali~ and to establish
aftini~ with the preclear.

(b) INVENTORY:

'.rbe following information ahould be obtained:

1. Name, age, weight, height, foreign language, etc.
2. If hypnotized, psychoanalyzed, shock therapy, etc.
3. Psychosis, neurosis, dramatizations, psycho-somatic illnesses, etc.
4. Operations, Illnesses, accidents, electric shocks, nitrous oxide, etc.
5. Loss of allies: parents, grandparents, spouse, children, relatives,
etc.
S. Ear~ environment: perceptics, occluded people, etc.
STEP lWO: OPENING THE CASE AND RUNNING ENGRAldS
(If case won't open, or bogs down, go on to STEP THREE)
(a) OlENING THE CASE

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.

Put preclear in reverie, check perceptics and see if moving on track.
Run pleasure incidents to tune up perceptics, strengthen sense of
realit,y, and get preclear in own valence.
Tr.Y for secondar,y (grief) engrams.
If file clerk and somatic strip indicate a stuck case, tr,y all
prescribed methods to free on track; failing, go to step three.
Tr,y for primary (physical pain) engrams. failing, go to step three.

(b) RUNNING ENGRAMS
1.
2.

Direct the somatic strip, work with the file clerk, reduce all
engrams (or their basics) contacted; compute at all times, a,tect and
de-intensify all denyers, bounoers, call-backs, holders, groupers, etc.
Start in basic area and proceed to present time, erasing all primary
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3.

engrL~ on the ~y (keep checking for secondary engrams and reduce
any that appear); keep at it, until you have a release or a clear.
If case bogs down, check for poor auditin~ and detrimental environment and remedy their effects. If' case is still bogged down, go to

STEP THREE.

smp

THREE:

REMOVING DEMON CIRCUITS AND VALENCE COMMANDS

(After this, go back to S'lEP 'MO)
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Put preclear on straight line memory and look for demon circuit and
valence commands in memories of parents, possible allies, etc.
Put preclear in reverie and run the dramatizations and other locks
necessar,y to establish the exact demon cirouit or valence command.
After careful computation use repeater technique to reach and reduce
the earliest engrams containing this cormnand.
Try for secondar,y engrams; keep alternately trying to knock out
circuitr,y and valence commands, and trying to reduce secondary engramB
until preclear is in own valence, gets his own somatics, and has
sonic; then re turn to STEP WO (b).
If case bogs down, check for poor auditing and detrimental environment,
and remedy their effects. If case is still bogged down, go to step
four.

STr;P FOUR:

RESTORJIJG ATTENTION UNITS TO "I"

(After this, go back to STEP THREE)
1.

Put preclear on straight line memory and look for breaks in arfini~,
and communication.
Run these breaks as A-R-C locks and keep at it until case is accessible
t.o Step Three.
reali~,

2.

CURRENT AND FUTURE PUBLICATIONS IN DIANETICS
DIANnICS: THE MODERN SCIENCE Of MENTAL HEALTH. By L. Ron Hubbard. Hermitage
House. This is the handbook of dianetic processing. 452 pages. $4.00. Discounts for quantity
purchases. Discounts to professional and associate members.
DIANETICS: THE SCIENCE Of SURVIVAL; SIMPLIFIED, FASTER TECHNIQUES OF DIANETIC
PROCESSING. By l. Ron Hubbard. The new, complete text. Three methods of processing by
dianetic technique. How to start inaccessible cases. How to undo poor auditing rapidly. The
combined refinements of a year of study since the issue of the first book. Price to be announced.
(Pre-publication collectors' item: autographed facsimile of original manuscript with a" proofs
and corrections in author's hand, $10.00.)
THE DIANETIC AUDITORS BULLETIN. Available only to professional and associate members. Six issues in stock. Back issues available to associate members only. Associate membership
fee, $15.00 per year.
NOTES AND LECTURES ON DIANETICS. By l. Ron Hubbard. Containing various new discourses and procedures as delivered in two series of lectures late in 1950. Requires a knowledge
of the text, "Dianetics". $2.75 .
FOUNDATION PAPERS AND PAPERS Of ORGANIZATIONAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL
INTEREST. The Instructors' Protocol. The Protocol of Intensive, Processing. Research Protocol.
Certification Protocol. The Constitution of the Foundation. Reorganization, etc. A valuable fund
of data for those running groups and giving processing. The results of Foundation experience.
A booklet. $2.00.
CHILD DIANETICS: THE PROCESSING Of CHILDREN. By L. Ron Hubbard. As rewritten from
his lectures by the staff and others. A book. $2.75.
THE PROCESSING OF PSYCHOTICS. By L. Ron Hubbard. As rewritten from his lectures by
the staff. A synthesis of Institutional Dianetics. A book. $2.75.
GROUP DIANETICS. By l. Ron Hubbard. As rewritten from his lectures by the staff. A book.
$2.75.
DIANETICS: THE EVOLUTION Of A SCIENCE. By l. Ron Hubbard. Reprint of a magazine
article. 16,000 words. 50c.
DIANOMETRY. By l. Ron Hubbard. Reprint of a magazine article. Covers the measurement of
thought. A booklet. 20c.
ESSAYS ON GROUPS, BUSINESS, AND GOVERNMENT. By l. Ron Hubbard. An advanced
study of governments. A booklet. 50c.
DIANETICS: WHAT IT CAN DO FOR YOU. Edited by Marsha" McClintock. A pocket book,
300,000 first printing. 25c.
THE CASE HISTORIES Of DIANETICS. Prepared by the Staff of the Foundation, and outside
agencies. The validation of engrams by psychometric changes; installation of engrams. Processed
cases. Prepared as a text on experimental design on dianetics for the use of university staffs and
as an aid to the layman in using and understanding dianetics.·
THE BIOGRAPHY OF DIANETICS. By L. Ron Hubbard. The developments of a lifetime, with
sources. •
GROUP DIANETICS. By L. Ron Hubbard. A text on specialized applications to industry, management and nations. •
• Price to be announced.
Order from

MARIAN ADWIN
HUBBARD DIANETIC RESEARCH FOUNDAliON
2600 South Hoover Street • Los Angeles 7, California

